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A Lesson in
Psychology
_ A N OLD CHIEF of the Pueblo
Yi Indians, on his first visit to

Chicago, was taken to the top of
the new Tribune Tower Building.
On leaving the elevator, he turned
to his guide and asked, "When are
we going up?" When he was told
that he was already on the top
floor, the old man declared flatly
that he did not believe it, because
he had climbed no ladders;-nor
could he be persuaded until he
looked over the city spread out
beneath him.

It's all a matter of association. The
Chief had always associated the
idea of "going up" with the lad-
ders of a Pueblo. In a similar fash-
ion, to people in modern cities
the world over, the idea of ascent
is inextricably bound up with the
name of Otis.

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE BUILDING is equipped with nine ( 9) Otis Elevators,
traveling at a speed of 800 F. P. M" and operating with signal control, which
is entirely automatic in operation and independent of the operator. This is the
newest and most improved operation for intensive elevator service in high buildings.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Ci ties of the W orId
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GENERAL ELECT·RIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK

Ten or twelve hours a day toils the coolie. If he
carries all he can, he moves one ton one mile in
one day. For that he receives twenty cents.

Cheap labor! Yet compared with our American
worker, receiving at least twenty-five times as much
for an eight-hour day, the coolie is expensive labor.
In America we move one ton one mile for less than
onecent. The coolie,working by hand, accomplishes
little; while the American, with electricity's aid,
accomplishes much.

Plenty of electricity and cheap electricity -these
are two great advantages which America enjoys
over the rest of the world. While our present gener-
ating capacity is·20,600,000kilowatts, new develop-
ments call for 3,000,000 kilowatts more per year.

To collegemen and women- potential leaders-will
fall the duty of finding more and still more work
for electricity, with less and still less toil for our
workers. For the task is but begun!

Work without Toil

G-E Motorized Power-
! an ideal combination of

electric motor and con-
trol properly fitted to the
individual task-is at
work the world-over,
relieving workers more
and more for better and
more profitable pursuits.

A new series of G-E ad-
vertisements showing
what electricity is doing
in many fields will be
sent on request.
Ask for Booklet GEK-l.

Where motorized power is virtuaIly unknown, men toil yet accom-
plish little. The United States has over one-quarter electrical
horsepower instal1ed per capita. Japan, leading country of the
Orient, has but .04 horsepower. Electric shovel and storage battery
locomotive are shown at a completely elect ritied open-pit coalmine,
at Colstrip, Montana.
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Amundsen's Flight

The planes began their poleward flight,
And into the North they flew,

And side by side they kept the pace
As birds are wont to do.

Amundsen, brave, was in command.
He sought another pole;

But Fate had willed that sixty miles
Should keep him from his goal.

A fog dropped down upon the sea,
And hid the planes from view,

And caused the crews to drift apart,
But northward, still, they flew.

And when the fog had passed away
They saw a silent sea,

For ice and snow lay all below .
I n cold lranqii il ity.

Amundsen's craft was all alone,
He searched the skies in vain.

He feared the other plane was lost
Upon the dismal main.

And then he scanned the frozen sea
For water close at hand,

For he must find an open spot
Where they could safely land.

By chance they found an ice-walled cove,
Just wide enough at best,

So like a sea-gull down they dipped,
Until they came to rest.

Then through the weary bitter hours
They waited for their mates,

And while they watched, the waters froze,
For Nature never waits.
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Then o'er the treach'rous sheet of ice,
The wand'rers came in view;

A long that fearsome path they crept
To keep from sinking through.

And when they safely reached the plane
They told the rest their tale.

Their plane had struck an icy cliff,
And never more would sail.

With might and main the weary band
Attacked the ice and snow,

That held the sea-plane in its grasp,
And would not let it go.

They hacked and chopped the bonds away,
Until it could depart.

The sea-bird left its nest of ice
And back toward home did start.

And once again the will of Fate
Brought low the hungry crew;

They drifted aimlessly about
As flotsam cargoes do.

But God is good, and man, His son,
Is guided by His hand,

For they were saved by fishermen
And taken to the land.

And when they reached the welcome shore
They raised their voice in pray'r,

For though they had not reached their goal,
They thanked Him for His care.

With one accord the doughty crew,
To fly again, did yearn,

And vowed they'd find the missing pole,
Or never more return.

Chester K. Sterrett, Com. E. '27.
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What's After the last Miami game, that brilliant victories over Miami is being sue-
Wrong? old classical question, "What's cessfully kept as a dark secret.

wrong with our football teami'" The achievements of Varsity are more out-
was raised forty thousand and two times, with standing than we realize, yet the anathemas
exactly that number of different answers of the undergraduates of Sing Sing sound
resulting. Now, after two months, the dis- like praise of their Alma Mater when com-
cussion is dying, and in another month it pared to the "boosting" of our students.
will be forever forgotten. The forty thousand Several of our Colleges rate with the best in
and two conclusions reached prove merely the country. Our baseball team won the
that the razzing ability of our student body Conference title in three of the last four years,
is exceeded only by its stupendous ignorance but to mention this is apparently a breach of
of everything from catching forward passes to etiquette. Our basketball teams of former
dodging raindrops. years were among the best in the State, and

As soon as this matter is finally decided to this year the team is probably the best that
the satisfaction of no one, we suggest that ever represented the school. The Bearkit-
same master-minds concentrate upon a similar tens, our Co-ed basketball team, has lost only
question, "What's wrong with the studentsi'" two games in four years. Last year's track
If the dark despair at the losing of a game team lost but two meets, and finished the
indicates an overpowering school spirit, why season with an enviable record. Our cross-
isn't this spirit manifested when a game is country reputation is known thruout the
woni' During this appallingly disastrous foot- State. Both the girls' and the boys' rifle
ball season, four of the nine games were won, teams' have become nationally-known during
yet no mention is ever made of them. The the two years of their existence. The swim-
fact that in the two previous years we scored ming and soccer teams repeatedly register
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victories over athletic clubs and other colleges.
Our' debating teams always make notable
impressions. In music, dramatics, and other
activities we need offer no apologies. The
University itself is growing and growing better
every day. But do all these things give any of
the students the inspiration to boost Varsity ~
Not so that you can notice it. If a gold
medal were given to every student who made
a remark favorable to his school, a quarter's
worth of medals would last twenty years.

On the other hand, the student gift of
gloom-spreading is marvelous. The loss of a
game or a long assignment arouses more
pessimism than did prohibition in Milwaukee.
Therefore, our first guess as the answer to the
question, "What's wrong with the studentsi'"
is that nothing's wrong; they'll never suffer
from the knocks of Life, because they'll beat
her to the punch.

Stream Everyone remembers the old
Pollution saw, "You never miss the water

till the well runs dry." In for-
mer times even wells went dry. But today,
although our source of water supply here at
Cincinnati will never become inadequate in
quantity, we face a situation which is capable
of causing as much damage and discomfort as
a dry well.

At a recent meeting of the Engineer's Club,
of Cincinnati, an able discussion of river
pollution gave a bird's-eye view of the situa-
tion. Sewage disposal has been a problem
which until rather recently has been success-
fully met by nature, to a greater or less extent.
Cities along the Ohio river, like other cities
along other rivers, dump raw sewage into the
stream and let natural purification do the
rest. The degree of purification, however,
depends upon the volume of sewage entering
the river, and the distance from this point to
the intakes of cities below, which utilize river
water for domestic purposes. Experimental
curves showing the bacterial condition of
river waters, point to the fact that although
Cincinnati is in no immediate danger, Louis-
ville is facing a problem which, owing to the
increasing amount of Cincinnati sewage, can

be solved successfully only. by treatment of
the refuse before it is turned into the river.
This will be one of Cincinnati's problems in
the near future. On the other hand, a condi-
tion upstream which affects Cincinnati's water
supply is the discharge of phenol and other
industrial wastes into the river. Since the
federal government has no control over such
matters at this time, the problem is interstate
and a successful solution depends upon co-
operation. It is therefore evident that federal
legislation is the ultimate answer to this
question.

A City's Two articles in this issue deal
Growth with engineering projects which

are connected with the growth
of Cincinnati, namely the new superpower
station of the Columbia Gas and Electric
Company and the partially completed rapid
transit system.

These are only two of many recent develop-
ments which indicate that Cincinnati is enter-
ing upon an era of industrial expansion.
Observation of this growth, together with the
analysis of its causes and consequences will
be one of the most important privileges of the
generation of engineering students now in
school. For the mechanicals, there is the
revival of Cincinnati's well established machine
tool industry. The electricals may witness
new developments in the distribution and
application of the increased supply of electric
current now available. There are construc-
tion and zoning problems of interest to both
civils and architects. The steady growth of
an already flourishing activity in chemical
manufacturing has its appeal for the chemi-
cals. There are financial and economic prob-
lems to be solved which will merit careful
study by the commercials. Most important
of all material for study, however, is that sup-
plied by resource survey now being conducted
at the University. By following the progress
of this research, every student may obtain a
basis for translating all the factors of Cincin-
nati's expansion into valid engineering and
economic conclusions.
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A POINT A MINUTE
By R. J. CORWIN, Com. E. '27.

The old pigskin has been put away for another year Straud, Valentiner and Barsdale, while Allen, Schmid,
-and all loyal varsity men are focusing their attention Klein, Meyers and Bryant are giving good accounts of
on the 'court game. They have plenty of reason to do themselves as guards. These are the respective posi-
so, as it certainly looks as if the basketball squad is out tions of the men according to the score card. However,
to avenge our not so satisfactory football season. due to Coach Chambers unusual methods of coaching,

THE SQUAD-1926 ~
Bryant, F. Maitland, F. Dial, F. Borneman, G. Allen, G. Grasfeder, G. Jones, F. Siraud, F. MacFarlane, C. Bolton, C.
SECOND ROW-Barsdale, F. Neumark, F. Meyers, G. Stone, G. Mehl, F. Gleason, F. .

Schmid, Klein, Valentiner-Absent.

The boys have started off 'with a bang by winning the men, in' reality, do not play these positions con-
six out of the first seven gaines. They have been tinuously. Using Coach Chambers' words, he "has no
maintaining the exceptionally high average of nearly system;" he just "teaches basketball." But, it is evi-
40 points per game. This is the first year they have dent that one of his main objectives is to utilize every
ever been victorious over the Central Y. M. C. A. man to the fullest extent of his ability. For example,
Wildcats. The Wildcats have been undefeated Bolton plays guard on the defense, and offensive
International Y. M. C; A. Champions for the last center. Another case is that of Allen who plays for-
three years, and the boys should be highly lauded for ward on the tip-off, after which he drops back to
this victory. Like the gridiron huskies, they were running guard. When these shifts are made the whole
unable to break the Denison Jinx. However, we don't team shifts accordingly, and you can see from this
hold that against them as they gave a wonderful that the line-up is more or less misleading. It might be
account of themselves, the outcome of the game being possible that these unusual shifts account for the fact
in doubt until the final gun. that the guards have proved to be the scoring combina-

Those who are superstitious may be interested to tion, contrary to all literature in regard to the game.
know that the team is due for a lucky season as there The brunt of all the games this year has been borne
are thirteen men on the squad. A little luck coupled by the same five men, Allen, Schmid, Mehl, Bolton
with the proven ability of this year's team should and Dial. Of these five men Allen, Schmid and Mehl
produce a world-beater. Bolton, MacFarlane and are veterans of last year while both Dial and Bolton
Jones are holding down the pivot position. The for- are playing their first year. Allen has been the out-
ward positions are being ably filled by Dial, Mehl, (Concluded on page 36)
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THE FIRST CLASS OF CO-OPS -1906
Goodwin Conner Cragg Delugokinski Jones Hanley Pearce McComas Johnston

Hood Hunt Maus Binns Clingman Cook . Humphreys
Otting Plueddemann Paulsen Hermann Hart Fletcher Jacobs Rowell DeMar

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD
By R. J. PAULSEN, E. E. '12, H. B. COOK, E. E. '12, and Others.

If the calendar didn't say so, it would be hard to be- was more binding than a marriage license is in some
lieve that this year marks the twentieth anniversary of states.
the co-op course. It seems only yesterday that a gang The original iron-clad contract was soon abolished,
of raw recruits reported at the University to try Dean to the advantage of all three parties. The University
Schneider's big experiment. Like any other crowd of was relieved of a big load when it gave up adopting
volunteers, the co-op gang had plenty of variety. students for better or worse; the shop was given a
There were a few boys direct from home and high chance to introduce a little turnover if that seemed to
school. Some of the bunch had started out as mechan- be for the good of the organization; and the student,
ics and wanted to top off with a college education; instead of being tied down at a job, was free except for
some came from the farm, and showed it; one had been a gentleman's agreement. The new system was a big
fired from several schools and was recommended as improvement, no doubt. At the same time, we can't
perfectly hopeless; one had been at West Point awhile help thinking that the later co-ops have missed a
and had changed his mind about following a military mighty impressive ceremony when they got out of
career. The first class even included one or two signing those articles of agreement. That experience
minister's sons. was another thing we all had in common.

Even though our crowd was a mixed lot, they had At the University we flocked together like sworn
some points in common. For one thing, they all had brothers. It wasn't only that our classes and schedules
the spirit of adventure. The co-op course was some- separated us from the other students. There were
thing entirely new under the sun. A good many wise plenty of differences besides these. When the regular
people shook their heads and said it couldn't be done- varsity students first heard of co-ops, they said "There
this thing of going to school one week and working in a aint no such animal," and for a time they ignored us
shop the next. Well, the only way to find out whether altogether. Then for a while we were noticed, but as
it could be done was to try it; and from our point of objects of curiosity. We were in the University, but
view it seemed worth trying. not of it. Our welcome was as cordial as that of the

There was something pretty solemn about enlisting young man who went to the party and ate just as hearty
for the course in those days, for we all had to pass as if he'd been really invited. At the shops we were
through a real initiation ceremony. A six-year course ostracized because we were thoughtto be "cake eaters"
looked like a long pull. Just to prove that we meant and college dudes. In school we were told emphatically
business, we had to sign a triplicate .agreement that" that we didn't belong. It was the old story of the
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devil and the deep blue sea. }That, too, was a common thing. Varsity football had been temporarily discon-
experience, and perhaps it did more than anything else tinued about that time because it was said that ringers
to form ties of fellowship among us. had made up the greater part of the strong team repre-

Exhibits A and B from the Original Contract
Note the wage scale and the legal phras ing.

9th.' The said term of approximately 11,880 hours, (six year-University terrn ) shall be divided into twelve
periods as stated below, and the compensation shall be as follows, payable on regular pay days to each
apprentice.

For the first period of approximately 990 hours 10 cents per hour.
For the second period of approximately 990 hours 11 cents per hour.
For the third period of approximately 990 hours 12 cents per hour.
For the fourth period' of approximately 9.90hours 13 cents per hour.
For the fifth period of approximately 990 hours 14 cents per hour.
For the sixth period of approximately 990 hours 15 cents per hour.
For the seventh period of approximately 990 hours 16 cents per hour.
For the eighth period of approximately 990 hours 17 cents per hour.
For the ninth period of approximately 990 hours 18 cents per hour.
For the tenth period of approximately 990 hours 19 cents per hour.
For the eleventh period of approximately 990 hours 20 cents per hour.
For the twelfth period of approximately 990 hours 21 cents per hour.

lOth. 'I'he above wage scale shall begin the first d.ay of July preceding the apprentice's' entrance at the
University.

AGREEMENT
I, ~~.~.p.ll .. !:'.~.~.~~ , , by, and with the consent of, &~ ..~'i;!J1J

(ApPLICANT'S NAME IN FULL.) (PARENT'S OR ,r.-~
.....B"Lt(1. a ~ ,my....... . , who evidences his consent by entering

GUARDIANS NAME. F.ATHEft OR GUARDIAN.)

. . The Cinc1nn~.t1 Lathe &. Tool compsny .Into this agreement, hereby request , .. , ~i ••••••••• e- ••••.• _••• to receIve me
(FIRM'S NAME)

into th~ir ~orks for. pr~ctical in~ of Cincin.nati " receive me. into their classes for

theoretical instruction In the Engineering Cooperative Course, under, and
subject to, the foregoing rules and conditions, and also the rules governing students at the University, to both
of which I expressly agree, and which I accept as part of this agreement, and I hereby covenant, promise, and
agree, in consideration of the premises, to be bound and governed by said rules and conditions, and further, to
well and faithfully perform my duties. •

I consent to this agreement, and request ~P:~ .. 9.~~.?~~~~J.~.~ ~~!.l.~ .. ,~ .. ~.<?o.~ ~~.~ .
(FIRM'S NAME.)

and The University of Cincinnati toreceive said ~.~.~R~ ~\.~.~~~.: .. , , as above,
(ApPLICANT'S NAME.)

d i idcra.ti f h . I h i ~ ~,6G ~ h b ban In consl erat ion ate premIses, , IS.. .•... •...•.......... .., ere y ecome
(FATHER OK GUARDIAN.)

responsible to · ..···r as security for the faithful performance of this agreement. .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands this /y day

Of ~ .........................• A. D. 190·9· ~ fl,d ~. (I . . ·(jAA~;~~ .
................................................. ~ .

(PARENT'S OR GUARDIAN'S SIGNATURE.)

We Je~e~~_Pt ~apPlic'ant as studen~.-ap. rerttice under the foregoing rules and conditions, this

~~~ ~.................... : , day of ~ .....•....................................• A. D. 1J...
THE lJlNOINNATI LATHE" TOOL 00,.:~.::::::::~~~~~~:.~.~~~.=.:..~....~

(Foa Tsa UJUVaJlSITY OF CINCINNATI.) ."

.....·6..~·h ..4?$~~UtS:-···..· :..·..·~..···..·r~~:~:~~~.~: .
, . (ApPLICANT'S STGNATU)tE.l,.

..;.............................•........•..................................... , d The University of Cincinnati, each of whom will
(EMPLOYER'S SIG ATURE.)

retain one copy.

There were school activities, though, even for a senting U. C. against such guest players as the Carlisle
co-op. We organized our own football team, for o~e Indians, Dartmouth and so on. How much there was·
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valse In view of the skepticism of many employers
about the co-op system, that must have meant a lot of
adjustments that we couldn't appreciate then. The
present blank for reporting a co-op's progress on his
outside work was not yet in existence, but the foreman's
verdict was often conveniently summed up in one or
two words, such as "Rotten" or "Hopeless." One
German foreman, in giving his estimate of a member of
our class, went a little more into particulars on one
occasion. He said, "The trouble mit him is dot he.
aint Johnny on the spot." Then, after a moment's
reflection, he added, "By Gott, he aint even Johnny."

The Dean had to use a good deal of strategy at times
to -keep the outside work going. There were many
employers who were in favor of the co-op idea but who
didn't want any co-ops. They believed that the
scheme would work fine-in somebody else's plant.
It happened that two members of our class wanted
especially to work for one machine tool concern whose
president believed that the co-op course was a good
thing for the other fellow. Early in the summer they
got a job in this plant at Dean Schneider's suggestion,
and they soon made good. Then, when school started,
they quietly arranged with the foreman to let them
alternate week about so that they could take turns
going to school and the work would not suffer.

Along in November the president of this concern, on
chancing to meet Dean Schneider, asked him how the
co-op scheme was holding out. In the course of the
conversation he repeated his former statement to the
Dean that the co-op plan would work in some organiza-
tions, but not in his. "But," said the Dean, "it has
worked and is working in your plant." Then he asked
the astonished president to inquire about the records of

in the ringer story it would be hard to say. Certainly
there were plenty of colleges using them in those days,
with no freshman rule to hinder. Anyway, after the
smoke cleared, the University no longer had a football
team. By the season of 1907 we had a co-op football
schedule, such as it was, as the following will show:

October 12-Erlanger at Erlanger.
October 19-"Tigers" at Home.
October 26-Bellevue at Bellevue.
November 16-0hio Military Institute at College Hill
November 23-Northsjde at Home.
Thanksgiving-Miamisburg at Miamisburg.
December 7-Northside at Northside.

The first all-university event in which we were in-
vited to take part was the flag rush. This annual scrap
between the freshmen and sophomores was a bloody
and ragged affair that looked like Wat Tyler's rebellion
or the storming of the Bastille. It lasted for a ten-hour
day and usually wound up with everybody's clothing
torn to shreds. One of our number, Joe Herman, was
made captain of the sophomores-an honor that we all
appreciated, as it meant some recognition for co-ops.

Both our alternating schedule and the subject matter
of our course caused us to be in different classes from
the "regular" engineers, who greatly outnumbered us
in those days, and who, for the most part, ignored us.
In our small groups we got well acquainted with each
other and with our instructors. We may have pre-
sumed a little too much on this close acquaintance at
times, but our freedom was all well meant. There was
one Wednesday afternoon, for example, when the whole
section of us had a chemistry experiment to perform
together. We drew lots and left the unlucky member
of the class to look after the apparatus while the rest of
us went down town to a matinee, being patrons of the
dramatic arts. As we were turning the corner of Fifth
and Walnut, in close formation, it was just our luck to
run across Professor Frey, who had started us on the
experiment an hour before.

Among the classroom happenings, one that stands
out in memory is the affair between Professor Jenkins
and Arthur Conner. To illustrate his lecture on gear
trains Professor Jenkins had placed some figures on the
blackboard, among them a number of ellipses. It was
a warm spring day, and Arthur, who sat by the window,
found the scenery irresistible. Noticing his far-away
look, Professor Jenkins inquired suddenly: "Mr. Con-
ner, what are we talking about?" Arthur gave a quick
glance at the oval figures on the board and answered,
"Eggs." Without a word, Professor Jenkins went to
the rear of the room .and threw the door wide open, and
without a word Arthur walked out. Then Professor
Jenkins resumed his lecture at the exact point where he
had left off.

In the shops we were in a position to see something
of the co-ordinator's problems, though we saw them
almost entirely from our own point of view. The Dean
was doing the co-ordinating at that time, and some of
us were on the "firingline" or near it, at frequent inter-

two young men whose names he gave. When the
president got back to the plant he found that these men
were in fact on the roll of his employees. He sent for
the foreman and asked him about the two co-ops.
"Best men I've got," said the foreman. The president,
being a good sport, enjoyed the joke on himself and
admitted that this was probably the only way in which
he would have started employing co-ops. He became
one of the most enthusiastic boosters of the new plan
and has used large numbers of students ever since.

The First Co-op Picnic
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His appreciation of their services can best be realized
from a statement which he made in a recent address.
He said that if the co-op graduates were taken from his
organization the plant would be forced to close down,
because the key positions were held by co-ops. I t is
significant, too, that this firm recently asked for the
entire freshman class in Mechanical Engineering.

Upon looking back across the span of twenty years
since we entered the co-op course, we can recall some
traditions that it was our privilege to start. Since we
were the first crowd, anything that we did might per-
haps be called a tradition, though fortunately not
everything we did was repeated by later classes.
Probably our best piece of work was the organizing of
a co-op club. We held the original co-op stag banquet
in the old varsity lunch room. The complete menu,
as shown by a copy of the program, was as follows:

Potato salad
One wiener
Rye bread

Coffee
One cigarette

It was a great occasion, anyway, and it got us in the
habit of attending co-op stags. Whatever may be true
of the rest of the alumni, you will always fmd the first
class of co-ops all present at the annual Stag Banquet-
that is, all of us who are alive and in town.

One tradition which started out promisingly and
held up well for a time was the annual co-op picnic.
We used to get both sections together and charter an
interurban car or two. Then we would go out on
Saturday afternoon to Lake Allyn or some such place

where there was boating, swimming, baseball and other
festivities. It was a good' way to get acquainted with
everybody, and at that time the school was small
enough for this to be possible. A senior picnic alone,
if one were held now, would bring out a bigger crowd
than all five classes in the days when we were seniors.

The highest privilege we had was to dedicate the
Co-op Club Room in the spring of 1912, which was our
senior year. Up to that time our only shelter had been
a dark corner of the locker room in the basement of old

Another View of the Picnic
\J""''''

McMicken, and our only resting place, a low bench of
the kind that is used to keep one from sitting on the
floor while putting on gym shoes. The crowning ex-
perience of our college career was to lean back in a big
roomy chair and put our feet under a massive oak
table in an honest-to-goodness club room. It signified
that the Engineering College was getting ahead, and
so were we.

ATTENTION, CO-OP ALUMNI!
In making preparations for the big reunion part in the alumni clubs in different sections

in June to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the United States. A great many more
of the Co-op course, the chairmen of the various would be interested if they could be reached.
class committees will be able to reach all the The problem is to locate them. Since The
degree men though lists which are now available. Co-operative Engineer has consented to act as
There is a large group of former students, a clearing agency for such information, you
however, whose addresses ar.e not on file with are urged to send to the Secretary, Room 21,
any organization-the men who spent some Engineering Building, immediately a list of
time at the University but did not complete former students whom you personally know,
the course. with their present addresses. This will not

These men rightly look upon the Engineering only help the General Committee but will be
College as their college, and they are cordially appreciated by the men who are thus brought
invited to return and take part in the celebra- back into touch with their former classmates.
tion. Many of them, in fact,' are already pre- Right now, while you think of it, send in your

paring for this event and are taking an active list. The Committee



SOME ECONOMIC AND· TECHNICAL ASPECTS
OF THE NEW COLUMBIA STATION

w. E. STILWELL, JR., A. B., E. E. '30.
Some of the data on the technical phases of the plant have been furnished by L. C. Gilbert, C.E. '28, M. Shirulbarqer, E.E. '28, and

W. W. Curl, E.E. '28. Acknowledgment is also made to Mr. C. W. Del/ores! for information and to the
Union Gas and Electric Company for illustrations.

Civilization makes haste slowly. Sixty centuries As in other communities the economy of the Cin-
ago, one hundred thousand slaves struggled for ten cinnati district may be evaluated by analyzing the past
years ~o build a grave f~r an Egyptian Pha:aoh, with industrial growth, the present economic status in per
no guidance from technical experts and WIth no ex- capita ratios and the industrial future-each ex-
ponents of the dismal science to pass on the position of pressed i ter I ti t th ti ti Thid b ildi · h f h - M resse In erms re a rve 0 e en Ire na Ion. erepyrami Ul mg In t e economy 0 t e time, any - _

·1 f G· h th b nk f th Ohi t are mnumerable avenues of approach to an analysis ofnu es rom izen, on e a s 0 e 10, res sa. . .
super-power plant built by a handful of men, working this nature, and th~ met?od chosen herein IS in no way
leisurely for two years under the kind leadership of to be regarded as infallible, To make the final con-
ultra-modern science. In energy terms, this plant will elusions more valid and to facilitate the comparisons
generate so much power that the million people around involved, it seems best, wherever possible, to choose as
will have "nine million slaves to serve them." Even indicators, manufacturing, agriculture, population, and
Pericles witnessed no such luxury. electric light and power statistics. Each of these main

To invoke the aid of ultra-modern science in the indicators may have sub-indicators: manufacturing-
building of a super-power plant means essentially to annual average number of wage earners, total annual
call upon the most recent findings of the modern wages, total amount of primary horsepower used, and
engineer and of the modern economist. The one must total annual net value of products; agriculture-total
go pari passu with the other. The designer of a large annual gross value of products and total annual wages;
power plant, to borrow an idea from the late Doctor population-total numbers and illiteracy; and electric
Klingenberg, must pay as much heed to the economic light and power industry-total annual output of
position of his plant in the community which it must kilowatt hours, number of customers, and rates.
serve, as to the thermal efficiency of his boilers, or the Past industrial growth and present economic status
capacity of his generators. To look impartially into may conceivably be judged in terms of these indicators,
the economic and technical aspects of a new power but the art of predicting future trends in economic
plant is essential to a just opinion of its worth. In the conditions is still too young to be regarded as reliable
last analysis, to pass judgment on the "economic and, though there be several different methods of
aspects" means to evaluate the economic position of prophecy in vogue, they all are more or less based on
the community served by the plant relative to that of analyses of past industrial growth and present economic
the nation; to pass judgment on the "technical aspects" position. It is possible, however, to arrive at a maxi-
means to indicate wherein the various efficiencies of the mum figure for the future of electric light and power
plant are greater or less than those of the average plants industry in terms of unelectrified domestic light and
throughout the country. In the case in point, the industrial power loads-assuming no increase in either
first means to analyze the economy of the Cincinnati of these as the community progresses. This is a per-
district; the second, to estimate the efficiency of the fectly valid assumption, for the prospect of retrogres-
new Columbia station. sion in modern communities is infmitesimal.

JANUARY, 1926 13
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In accordance with these principles, statistics have Though to analyze financial data pertinent to con-
been obtained for the Cincinnati district. To facilitate struction and maintenance of a power plant means
the use of government statistics, which are usually entering a more or less controversial realm, some
given in terms of counties, the Cincinnati district was statistics are presented, and these may be taken at
assumed wherever possible to include the following their face value. There is a movement in this country
counties in Ohio: Brown, Butler, Clermont, Clinton, towards customer ownership; its reputed worth rests in
Hamilton and Warren; in Kentucky: Boone, Campbell the principle ·that diffusion of ownership among cus-
and Kenton; and in Indiana: Dearborn. The chief tomers means distribution of risk among those respon-
sources for statistics were: United States Census re- sible for the consumption of the article produced; it

also means the fostering of good-will, without which
public utilities cannot well succeed. The percentage
of customer owners in the district served by The Union
Gas & Electric Company, a subsidiary of The Columbia
Gas & Electric Company, is relatively small. As a
partial indicator of the ability of the Cincinnati district
to carry its due share of the capital investment of the
Columbia station, the per capita savings of this district
are cited and are found to be exceptionally large.
Again, as a partial indicator of the drain of fixed
charges on income, a figure for the capitalization per
kilowatt generator capacity has been determined; in
this the Columbia station is relatively safe. A low
figure for construction costs per kilowatt of generator
capacity in comparison with the sixteen largest power
plants in the country, indicates not only efficiency of
design, but also economy in construction. Finally, the
fact that the Union Gas & Electric Company has in its
West End plant an operating ratio considerably lower
than the accepted average value for the United States,
indicates that the management of the Columbia Gas &
Electric Company's central stations must be sound.

A statistical analysis of the technical aspects of the
new Columbia station can easily be obtained by com-
paring its efficiencieswith the generally accepted average
efficiencies for central stations throughout the country.
The data collected indicate that the efficiencies of the

Coal-Hoisting Tower, Showing Four-ion Bucket
Suspended Above Barge

ports, publications of the Departments of Labor and I

Commerce, Comptroller of the Currency and Sta
Bank Commissioners' reports, the Cincinnati Chamb
of Commerce, and The Columbia Gas and Electr
Company. Since the purpose of this article is to a:
praise the relative economic and technical aspects
the New Columbia Station, the values for the individu
sub-indicators and main indicators of economic cone
tions are plotted against similar values for the natir
which are taken as a mean. The fact that the indivi
ual items in this curve are not weighted does n
invalidate the fmal conclusions, since it is not the pu
pose of the present article to derive a single ind
whereby this district and this plant may be compar
with other districts and other plants. An analysis
the accompanying graph indicates the following pf
tinent facts:

Though the electric light and power industry in
the Cincinnati district has expanded more rapidly
than has the industry throughout the nation, the
growth of manufacturing, agriculture, and popu-
lation in this district has fallen behind the economic
progress of the country;

Though the present economic status of agricul-
ture, expressed in per capita terms, in the Cincin-
nati district is not so good as agriculture through-
out the United States, that of manufacturing and
of the electric light and power industry, is ahead;

Finally, the percentage of unelectrified domestic
light and industrial power load is relatively quite
small. The conclusions to be drawn from these
statistics must await an analysis of the technical
efficiencies of the Columbia station itself and of
fmancial data pertaining to the construction and
maintenance of the plant.

Columbia station are exceptionally high. "'Th~ effi-
ciencies chosen as indicators are: overall thermal,
boiler, turbine, generator, and transmission efficiencies

Terminal Substation at Hartwell
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and the load factor. Though the load factor for the air required for combustion is introduced as primary
central station operated by the Columbia Gas & Electric air with the fuel coal; the remainder required is

Company in the Cincinnati district is slightly above the supplied through openings in the walls as secondary air.
average, the fact that the load factor of the new Colum- Recorders for all gas, water and steam temperature and
bia station is far above that for the accepted national for carbon dioxide indicate the firing economy. Both
average should not be taken as an infallible criterion, forced and induced draft fans contribute to the gener-
for the management intends that the Columbia station ating of a heat within the boiler of 3000 degrees Fahren-
shall be used to carry the average constant load, heit, sufficient to burn all but a small fraction of one
whereas the West End plant will be used to carry peak per cent of the coal used. The powdered ash is flushed
loads and similar irregular fluctuations. However, an out mechanically to a storage pit, where it awaits the
understanding of the source of the relatively high rather unique commercial demand of road building.
efficiencies for the Columbia station, will be furthered The six standard boilers burning 18,000 pounds of coal
by a brief summary of the outstanding features of the per hour of 13,800 B. t. u. per pound and liberating
plant. 16,700 B. t. u. per cubic foot of furnace, give the excep-

The primary source of energy is coal. From the tionally high thermal efficiency previously indicated.
large storage area of 180,000 ton capacity, sufficient to The power generating units are the first of their
run the plant for seven months, the coal is taken by the particular kind. They consist in two tandem com- '
conveyor to the top of the building, where it is dried in pound turbo-generators. The steam throttle condi-
indirect coal-fired rotary driers. The coal is pulverized tions are 550 pounds pressure and 245 degrees Fahren-
in gear-driven screen type mills and is transported to heit superheat, or 725 degrees Fahrenheit initial
the boiler hoppers by Fuller Kenyon pumps. The use temperature. The turbine design permits a pressure of
of coal, pulverized to the fmeness of cement, IS a recent 600 pounds and a temperature ·of 750 degrees Fahren-
development in power plant engineering. The boilers heit. The exhaust from the final (fourteenth) stage of
have several striking features. The ash pits and side the high-pressure element passes to the re-heat boilers
walls are cooled by the primary and secondary air at 120 absolute pounds pressure, 83 degrees Fahrenheit
which results in the air for combustion being heated superheat and a temperature of 424 degrees Fahrenheit,
before being introduced into the furnace. This cooling and emerges to the first stage of a low pressure element
of the furnace walls by the primary air materially at 110 pounds absolute pressure and a temperature of
prolongs their life. Approximately 20 per cent of the 725 degrees Fahrenheit. Under a full load without
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extraction and returning the leakage from the high- disconnects and choke coils. In addition to this
pressure packing to the twenty-second stage, the ex- equipment there is a small potential transformer that
ceptionally low turbine water rate of 7.67 pounds per deserves special mention, for it is unique in its use in
kilowatt hour is attained. The extraction from the modern power plants. It is connected on the high
eighteenth stage goes to the open feed-water heater. side in multiple with the ground resistance unit; and its
The leakage from the high pressure packing is passed secondary windings are connected to a C. R. Relay in
through a desuper-heater to a gland heater and is the control room. It is used primarily for interruption
exhausted with the twenty-second stage extraction to release on the high line. In addition to the C. R. Re-
the steam chamber of the intermediate feed-water lays there are CO, C. D., and COA. relays as a precau-

tion against overload, phase-to-phase short-circuits, and
other protective devices. Finally, there is a twenty-
mile 66,000-volt steel-tower transmission line consisting
of four 3-phase circuits connecting the Columbia
station with its main sub-station at Hartwell. The
voltage drop on this line is exceptionally low, being
somewhere in the neighborhood of 6 per cent. On the
whole, the new Columbia station is one of the most
highly efficient super-power plants in the country.

The Question of Expansion
A tentative conclusion based on this analysis, taking

ample account of the superficiality of the survey, is this:
The Cincinnati district does not present so strong a
case for super-power development as does the rest of the
country. The industrial growth of the local com-
munity has lagged considerably behind that of the
country as a whole. This would seem to indicate that
Cincinnati's inherent potentialities for expansion are
rather weak. On the other hand, Cincinnati's present
economic status being better than that of the nation,
and the percentage of unelectrified industrial load
being relatively very small, the conclusion follows that

?urbine Room, Showing One Unit Completer .
rr 1''''''

Cincinnati's economic growth in general is compara-
tively near the saturation point. And the reaching of
this saturation point in the immediate future is quite
imminent, unless the business men of the district call
upon the well-known panacea for industrial stagnation,
an increase in managerial capacity and sincere business
initiative-factors to which in a large measure may be
attributed the recent industrial growth of a city

Transformer Yard 0:=

heater, which in turn is vented with the twenty-fourth
stage extraction to the low-stage heater. Each of the
main generators turning over at 1800 r. p. m. and
producing electricity at 13,200 volts, has a capacity of
45,000 kilowatts or 60,000 horsepower. Because the
Columbia station is to be used as a constant load car-
rier for the Cincinnati district, the power factor of the
main generator will be about 94 per cent. Located on
the same shaft with the main generator are the auxiliary
house generator with a load factor somewhat below
60 per cent, and the two generator exciters.

The feeder equipment is a modern development
which illustrates another means for assuring continuity
of service. There is a complete switching equipment
of "disconnects" and oil circuit breakers for each phase
lead. Furthermore, the neutral generator grounds are
tied together in such a way through the interlocks of
the neutral ground circuit breakers and controls that
at least one of the generators must always be connected
with the neutral ground resistor unit. In the trans-
former yard each generator unit is supplied with one
spare and six regular single-phase 10,000 k. v. a.
capacity transformers that are star-connected on the
primary and delta-connected on the secondary side;
two sets of oxide-film lightning arresters; a 60-ohm
ground resistance unit; one auxiliary house transformer
that can step down the main generator voltage to 2300
volts should the auxiliary house generator fail; the
usual lighting and small motor transformers; air brake
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similarly situated as regards to raw materials and to previously characterized by centralization of industries
potential markets,-Detroit. near coal fields where the steam engine power could be

The Problem of New Industries generated most cheaply-is a contention considerably
. . ... weakened by the fact that one-fifth of all the electrical

But this tentative conclusion ISmore or less based on t d i th U ·t d St t · lost I. .. . power genera e In e Ifl e a es IS os In trans-
but a small Increase In industrial power load, due to ..
I k f· d . I h i h mISSIon.ac 0 In ustria growt In t e past-a good average ...
index of future trends-and to a present low percentage . Anoth~r Issue Involved ~n the advoc~cy of ~eog~aph-
of industrial power unelectrified. This is for industries ical location as an attraction for new industries, IS the
in general. Let us now consider the problem of new fact that Cincinnati ranks first in the recognized gate-
industries: i. e., the problem of particular industries. ways to the South. This fact is highly advantageous
From the point of view of pure economics-which at the outset, but in the last analysis it is irrevocably
considers, for the most part, long-run effects-it would linked up with transportation facilities in the Cincinnati
be best not to induce a particular industry to locate in district. It is true that many large trunk lines pass
Cincinnati and help us to consume our surplus power through Cincinnati and this right now would be a good
unless our economic conditions are particularly adapted drawing card if the freight facilities of the city were
to that industry. The worth, the diversity, the at- not so poor: but, of course, with time this drawback
tractiveness of our economic conditions, judging from could be eliminated. Then there is the factor of river
past industrial growth, are not exceptionally good transportation, which involves a careful weighing of
drawing cards. There is a new factor, however, in our slow deliveries and cheap rates by water on the one
economic conditions: cheap power, and this is the con- hand, and on the other, fast delivery and high rates by
tribution of the highly efficient Columbia station to rail. If the manufacturer wishes to take advantage of
the cause of industrial expansion in the Cincinnati the former, not only must he produce commodities that
district. Cincinnati has had average economic condi- can bear slow deliveries and cheap rates-i-such as
tions, but it requires more than that to attract new bulky, imperishable, and comparatively inexpen-sive
industries. This new source of cheap power, along articles-but in addition, his shipments must be so
with cheap factory sites in the immediate vicinity of timed that long delays in delivery are of little conse-
the plant, will undoubtedly prove an antidote to our quence; and this implies highly efficient sales and
lack of industrial expansion. The large investment in production departments along with large annual
fixed capital in the Columbia station demands a max- production and a steady consumption -admittedly
imum return that can only come with a power rate low Utopian requirements. So far Cincinnati products do
enough to assure a market for the capacity output of not lend themselves favorably to these rigid demands
the plant, which, in Cincinnati, means new industries. of river transportation. And finally, with this matter

. of geographical location is bound up the question of
The Factor of Location raw materials. A recent geological survey indicates

There might, however, be an additional inducement that to allure new industries, the immediate vicinity of
to new industries in the form of geographical location, Cincinnati presents no very abundant source of raw
a factor the pros and cons of which should be carefully materials. It should be borne in mind, however, that
weighed, There are apparently three issues involved although some industries require immediate proximity
in the advocacy of geographical location as a drawing to sources of raw materials, there are many kinds of
card to new industries. One is that Columbia Park, manufacture which are relatively independent of this
where the new plant is located, is near the industrial factor. Insofar as new industries of the latter class
and population centers of the United States. For this can be attracted to Cincinnati through the prospect of
to be a distinct advantage, operating over a long term cheap power and cheap factory sites, safe and sane
of years, the promoters behind the Columbia Station industrial expansion can be brought about.
must realize the possible loss of this essential proximity, The final conclusion to be drawn from this cursory
through the westward march of industry. They must treatment of "Some Economic and Technical Aspects
also realize the danger of losing the monopoly of this of the New Columbia Station" is: Judging solely from
proximity-a danger mademore imminent by actual past industrial growth and present economic status
or projected plants at South Bend, Louisville and there is no a priori reason, other than that of the
Michigan City. This does not preclude the possibility questionable advantages to be derived from geograph-
o~ t~e Columbia Station, getting its share of the melon ical location, why there should be a new super-power
within the next few. years; but it is the potential "coil- station in the Cincinnati district rather than elsewhere;
sumption in the after years, when the long-run factors but-and this is far more important-judging solely
hav~ produced their effects, that the promoters ~ust from the possibility of attracting new industries through
consider, Furthermore, that advantages might accrue the medium of cheap power and assuming the validity
from the ability of central stations to distribute power of the location argument, the locating of the new
over wide areas and so radically alter the later day Columbia Station in the vicinity of Cincinnati was a
phases of America's industrial Revolution-which was move both economically and technically justified.
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The author (right) as Third Engineer S. S. Traveler

beauty; the years seem only to add a mellow perfection.
The trials and hardships of each picture fade out, while

TRAVELS
By ZOLA G. DEUTSCH, Ch. E. '22.

Pleasant memories are the only acquirements of life the imagination fills in forgotten bits with color and
whose values are immutable. Time cannot lessen their tone. I have forgotten the pain due to my wrenched

back caused by forcing the steam head of a feed pump
into place the day before I went ashore in Otaru. Of
Otaru now I remember the night-watchman with his
jangling stick and his plaintive cry as he tramped late
at night over the snow covered streets. I remember
now purchasing a pair of rubbers on bargain night and
being issued a ticket by the merchant, who tried to
explain in his best sign language that if I took the
ticket to a tiny booth in the middle of the block I
would be entitled to draw a hand made straw, which
when unraveled showed a Japanese character that
indicated the prize I was to receive .. I won that night
a cheap but very pretty teacup, into which I cannot
now drop the ashes of a cigarette without remembering
that street in Otaru.

So it is with all the memories of my two years at sea.
The irritations, the disappointments, the privations
are but dimly remembered. Only the thrills of moments
remain.' Those moments may be at sea, on or off

5 watch, in a port, domestic or foreign ..
In relating these moments no chronological or his-

torical order can be maintained because they remain
in memory not as they happened, but in the order of
their intensity. Suggestion recalls one picture, and
then each is a reminder of another.

Approachinq Pedro Miguel, Panama Canal
M iraflores Locks, looking toward the Pacific

Passing Spanish Tramp near Gaillard Cut
Opening Locks, Gatum

18
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There was a war-built freighter used in the inter- seamen dressed in drab, patched, paint-stained non-
coastal service whose engine room was the hottest, de-scripts, rowed our boat around the bay with perfect

Kobe-Hillside Shrine
Kobe-Kids

Kobe-On the Moto Matchi
Kobe-Temple Gate

the most crowded, and the least pleasant that I ever
sailed in. Of that ship's scorching boiler room, I
remember now only the noon-watch when I was tend-
ing water and trying to make up in my head a poem
about that little patch of sunlight that in those tropical
latitudes managed to leak through the fidle, down past
the uptakes, getting split up by several gratings,

seaman-like precision, in pitiful contrast to the clumsy
and awkward efforts of the natty, blue-uniformed

Nosing Out into the Pacific

navy training station men who were rowing their
liberty parties toward shore.

Then there was the feeling of security as the two
big blackbearded Syhks quickly sent away the Shanghai
sampan man who attempted with much babel and
gesture to make us give him a good Chinese dollar for
the counterfeit Mex we had given him and for which
he "had given us good change.

I recall the bump that I did not feel when I first
crossed the Equator.

Again, I hear the deep-throated parting blast of a
big steam whistle and feel its warm reassurance after
that chill and homesickness that had crept into my

Leaving the Golden Gate
The Wake of the S. S. Traveler

dodging innumerable pipes, but finally making a
brilliant patch on the dark floor plates, 27 feet under
the sea, and for its short half-hour duration seesawing
with the ship back and forth in an ever-changing
pattern, until, in less time than it takes to- say it, it
crept up the sooty bulkhead and disappeared.

I can never forget the pride I felt when in San Diego,
California; we lowered a boat and our crew of eight
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bones during the four hours that we loaded iron ore ceremoniously served another kind of tea, was like
from the bleak, precipitous desert coast of Chile. going to a play and finding the characters out of

Then there was the Christmas night when for three costume.
hours I stood watching the entire populace of Santiago In the evening the 'riksha coolie, being disappointed

in not being able to take a sailor to a bawdy house,
conceived the brilliant idea that he would please me
if he took me for a visit to the "Little Temple." In
Japan the temple is largely supported by the businesses
conducted in the bazaars and booths that surround it.
There the coolie took me to a "Keenama" which
proved to be a five-year-old American movie with
American music, after a fashion. Its only novelty
was the oratorically voiced J ap who from his pulpit
directly below the screen explained the movie in what
seemed very flowery Japanese. I dragged my coolie
out and with rising inflection said: "Nippon Kinema?"
He readily agreed and led me across the temple to
what was the most thrilling time I have ever had in a
movie house. I think the picture was probably
equivalent to one of our better Bill Hart pictures. Its
story seemed to be the working out of a feud in old

The Beach at Puluparulan, P. I.
. \.)- - .•..

de Cuba march or:ride as became each family's station
around the well-lighted patio. Each dressed in his
newest finery gave to the composite picture the seven
colors of the solar spectrum with three shades for each.

My tenth transit of the Panama Canal added as
many impressions as did my first. But the thrill of
the first was the most intense. Could this ship crowd
into that lock? And then after we were in. How
dwarfed we seemed in that concrete chamber!

Curiously enough, the canal, although I easily
recognize in it the world's greatest engineering feat,
did not present itself to me in this aspect. Rather, it
seemed to me the consummate example of American
accomplishment.. Our Senate passed a bill that there
should be a Canal. And where there was a fevered,
tropical, lazy jungle, there is now an 80-mile strip of
cleanliness, efficiency and acitivity. The Canal,
indeed, is one place that tourist press agents cannot
over-advertise.

I believe that Kobe is the only port visited in all my
travels where I spent a whole day and evening seeing

~Yokahama- Battledore and Shuttlecock

J a~an. The costumes and hairdress worn by the
actors were, I think, those of antique Japan; the sword-
fighting brought forth from the audience waves of
shouts, and, as it happens in our own country, the
hero was applauded often and loudly. The music,
typically oriental, was incomprehensible and sounded
barbaric to my occidental ear. It was a "talking"
movie. Each character had a voice behind the screen,
and everything that transpired in the picture was
echoed by these hidden voices, from the wail of a baby
to the deep voice of the hero.

Such vignettes as that of Kobe are those that lend
themselves easily to words, but the remembrances of
those two years that I recall most frequently are the
kind that have no body that can be shaped into
coherent sentences. Many a four-hour off watch, I
spent sitting on a hatch coaming engrossed with the
majesty of the waves and the everchanging color of
the water; I can see it all now. I recatch a momentary
glimpse of a side street in Yokohoma; there comes
again a picture of the seething metropolitan Bund of
Shanghai; the patches of vivid color of foreign cos-
tumes by day reappears again; or I feel again the
wistfulness of dimly-lighted paper windows at night.

Otaru-Stalls Selling New Year's Decorations

sights. Sitting in a 'riksha about half the time aDd ~
being guided by the 'riksha man (who spoke no English)
the other half, I completely "covered" Kobe. In the
afternoon I had tea with a Japanese friend of our family
who is now living in Kobe. To hear her talk "Amer-
ican" English in an atmosphere of pomp and dignity
created by three Japanese servants, each of whom
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THE ENGINEER OF THE FUTURE-A PIPE DREAM
- .

(Tau Beta Pi Prize Essay)

By P. WILLARD CRANE, General Engineer, '26.

-The increasing complexity of industrial organization the energy of the sun and possibly the wind will also be
and of social relations raises many questions concerning seriously considered by 'him. - Possibly .hc will he
the' development of the engineering profession in the called upon to use the tremendous amount of energy
future. That such questions are already receiving available from the controlled disruptionof some of the
serious consideration is evidenced by rapid changes and 'c; atoms.,.
new departures in the programs of the leading engineer- ,The Engineer of Structural Design will have' the
ingcolleges. ~)training of the present civil engineer, combined with

Although the actual future of engineering will depend ~ ';the aesthetic and artistic background of the high-grade
largely upon new discoveries and developments .in \ "architect, Here again, a cultural training will be a
science, and possibly upon changes in the present necessity. The community of the future will demand
national and international social organization, one can that all works of construction meet with artistic as well
nevertheless speculate with .regard to this ,"fllture.' as utilitarian specifications, and it will most likely re-

The term "engineer," now broadly applied to almost quire that all works of this kind be in harmony with a
every profession or trade from the "consulting engineer" definite scheme of community planning.
to the "garbage engineer," will become more definite The status of the Chemical Engineer will change to
in meaning. It will be used to designate men more the extent that he cannot, as is now often the case, be
like the type nowealled consulting engineers, "and not.', regardedcas .a plant chemist. He will leave to the
what might be called the skilled worker type. J 'chemist the field of pure research and analytical chem-

Our present classifications of engineering will likely istry and will concentrate his efforts upon the develop-
undergo a gradual change and give way to five elassifi- ment and improvement of industrial processes' and
cations which are possibly more logical. These' are the upon the utilization of industrial and community
"Electto'""M.echanI'cal -Engineer-,"the "Engineer of wastes. Some cultural 'background will also be re-
Structural Design," the '''Chemical Engineer,"~ the quired of the chemical engineer. Many of the prod-
"Geologic Engineer~"i and the "General Engineer." ucts with which he is concerned will be obliged to meet

The Electro-Mechanical Engineer ..will result' from the exacting specifications of the aesthetic community
the merging ofLhc present more closely .spcoialized of ·the future. This community will not tolerate the
mechanical- and electrical branches. This' engineer pollution of the atmosphere, or the destruction of ob-
will have a thorough foundation in thermodynamics jects of natural beauty, such as vegetation, bodies of
steam engineering, mechanism, fundamentals of efec: water, and streams.
tricity and magnetism, principles of electrical machin- The increasing question of the depletion of natural
ery, and transmission and distribution of power. resources with its corresponding problems of the more

In the education of this type of engineer less empha- efficient use of natural products, and of the develop-
sis will be placed upon the actual design of machinery. ment of substitutes for those materials which have been
By this time specializationin design will have advanced exhausted, will undoubtedly receive much of the atten-
so far that the "designer" will be graduated from tion of this chemical engineer. It is quite likely that
courses in .which experts of his ,type will be specially the -bio-chemist will furnish this engineer with the
instructed in mathematics, physics, and the principles micro-organismsfor etficiently performing some of the
of design. He will no longer be classified as an en: now difficult chemical reactions: for example, the
gineer, ,but will receive the degree of "Designer of organism, in kelp which permits it to extract iodine
Machinery" or "Designer -of Electrical Machinery." fromfhe sea water, or a' bacillus for the fixation of
He will be a highly respected and necessary specialist. atmospheric-nitrogen. The work of'tho engineer will

The Electro-Mechanical engineer will also have need then be that of applying such contributions to industry.
of a cultural background. 'The community of the He will attack such' problems in 'conjunction with a
future will demand artistic lighting, radio reproduction /, st'aff of chemists whom he' will ,entrust with' all labora- :.
of music and voice which give all shading effects and I tory work.
tone combinations of the original, radio transportation The problems of metallurgy will be, the work of the
of three-dimensional images in natural shapes and chemical engineer who has received his advanced
colors, and transformation or disappearance of all un- training through courses in the principles of the
sightly wiring and power lines. various phases of metallurgy. Working under this

Under the guidance of this engineer, lighting will be- engineer will be specialists in heat treating, foundry
come cheaper and be used on a tremendous scale due practice, ore dressing, and so on, who will have re-
to the fact that light will be produced more efficiently, ceived a thorough training through technical courses,
with less loss in heat. The production of power from (Continued on page 32)
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of 25 minutes each way. Reasonable values placed The Scheme
upon the total time saved .in this would amount to It was to meet these ends in Cincinnati, that in
approximately $1,000,000 per year. The peculiar 1896 a proposition was brought up to drain. the old
topography of Cincinnati 'is responsible for the few Miami and Erie Canal which .at that time was an
arteries of travel and the steep grades: These factors, eyesore and a hazard to public health, and use it for a
combined with the congestion of traffic due to the nar- boulevard, underneath which a ...subway Jar the use of
row streets in the business district, reduce the speed steam trains was to be built. Twenty years later, in
of our street railway system and complicate the transit 1916, a special $6,00(},000 bond issue was authorized and
problem. .The old canal and the ravines between the passed bya vote of the people, but because of the war,
theridges however, blend into a natural plan giving a work was not started until late in 1919. At this point
simplified solution. mention should be made of the fact that the cost of the

, As the question was studied, it obecame clear that Loop was estimated with 1915 prices. It could have
in addition to being a means of comfort and convenience been built at a cost of $6,000,000 had not prices
to the. people, the new' system would be a .source of soared upward, making it impossible to complete the
additional revenue to the city. It is a. well .known project at this cost. "
fact that in four years after" the. elevated roads were Four schemes were submitted to the Rapid Transit

Commission, of which Scheme IV, Modification H,
called the "Pearl Street Belt Line" was chosen.

.The total length of the Loop, as shown in the graph,
is about 16.45 miles, consisting of2.45iniles of subway,
9 miles in' the open with bridges or subways at inter-
secting streets, 0.20 miles of tunnel, 3.40 miles of
concrete trestle, and 1.40 miles of concrete elevated
structure. From a point on Walnut Street, midway
between Third and Fourth Streets the line enters the
subway and runs north under Walnut Street to Central
Parkway, where 'it intersects the old: canal. From
here the line extends westin subway to Plum Street
where it turns to the north and follows the old canal
route to Brighton. From this point the system. runs
in Lhe open in a northerly direction, following the canal

. . . '. =t. (,.2. ~ 4, 'f to Carthage Pike and Ross Avenue in St. Bernard.
Fia. 2. Ludlow Avenue Staiion . ~ The line extends over private right of way from here to

established in New York, the taxable valu~ofone Norwood, where the line turns in a southerly direction
ward alone increased more than $50,000,000, an amount toward the B. & O. R. R. reaching it east of Section
many times greater than the cost of their construction. Avenue via a subway under Section Avenue. From

THE RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY
By L. H. 'COFFIN, E. E. '28:.

From history we find that for a city to grow indus- enough to necessitate the cutting off of the interurbans
trially and commercially an adequate means of transit at their junctions with the Loop in the suburbs. Par-
must be provided.' The conditions existing in Cin- ticularly long hauls over our street railway lines from
cinnati illustrate the proposition that city growth suburbs like Glendale" Lockland, Hartwell, and
demands-a certain and rapid means of travel between Kennedy Heights will be taken off. and either local
the different sections and 'the general center ~ The
people ·of a great business center are far more .effective
when they have the means to go to ·and, fro as the
occasion demands, with the least 'inconvenience and
fatigue. In ,view of the present needs and theprobabili-
ties .for the future of this city, Cincinnati should have
the very best. system of rapid transit that engineering
and 'mechanical skill, .and .money within reasonable
bounds can provide.

The Problem
The interurban system serving Cincinnati has been

handicapped due to the fact that it has not had an
entrance into the city .that would provide for rapid
transit service within the city limits. As a result,
nearly all the interurban lines serving Cincinnati have
become bankrupt and two of the seven lines have been
discontinued. For the same reason there has been in-
definite postponement of a plan to connect Cincinnati
with Indianapolis via the old Cincinnati & Westwood
railroad.

The idea of the present rapid transit system orig-
inated in an attempt to connect the 'interurban lines
in the suburbs by. a rapid transit terminal scheme,
which would send the cars rapidly to the heart of the
business section. A study of the situation, revealed
that at first the interurbans should be run into the
city, .since the traffic on the Loop would not be great

.•••.~ ~. - ii.'3Fig. 1. TheReclaimed Canal Bed

li~ ~)fng between these suburbs and the nearest
Loop station where the passengers will be transferred,
or fast suburban.lines running to the down-town district
from the suburbs via the Loop may be used.

The important. element of time must be considered
also. To cite one example, the running time from
College Hill to Fountain. Square is 57 minutes. By
using the .Cincinnati and' Dayton Traction Line to
Spring Grove Avenue and then the Loop to Fountain
Square, the time would be about 32 minutes, a saving
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here the system parallels the B. & 0., passing under tin Streets, the line will run on a reinforced concrete
Montgomery Road and the C. L. & N. R. R. by sub- trestle.' From here to Walnut Street, then northward
way and then through Norwood swinging to the south to the subway entrance, a concrete elevated structure
under theB, & O. to Duck Creek Road. For the present will be used. .

; 'i,

I " ,I. :A3"" If III I II ,', •

a spur will be run easterly to, Madison Road"and the
B. & O. R. R. .inOaklcy. Fromits intersection with
Duck Creek Road the line follows the ravines.. over

• • " Ill: ••• -.--...... •.• ~ •• -.---.... •.• T ..•

. ~ ~""l,~.l .' " ,
, ~. -Concrete Trestle

The reason for, the use of so much concrete is a '
geological one., The earth formation "along·the river
bank is'made up of horizontal strata, of limestone from
one to eight inches in thickness separatedby strata of
'shale'from "twoinches to "three feet "inthickness. The
shale disintegrates, due to exposure to the air, and
makes a clay. The disintegration of the shale and the
general downward sliding movement of the earth
along the whole bluff have, in the course of time,
covered the entire hillside to various depths with. a
clayey earth in 'which, are embedded pieces of lime-
stone. The whole bluff appears to be in a state of
uncertain equilibrium and any disturbance of the loose
earth tends to cause the whole hillside to move down-
ward until anew equilibrium is",reached. Here the
engineers were confronted with the problem of devising
a method of supporting ,the tracks that would be per-
manent and that would disturb the surface as little as
possible. The plan adopted, Figure 7, is to construct

- F . 4 C i i . i B . hi •... \J. ";4 - ~ \I
# 19.. ons rue ion a rlg on ~ ~ ~ concrete piers about thirty feet apart with footings

Avenue and Torrence Road, running under :lVNldison sunk into the undisturbed material. These piers are
Road to the hillside above Eastern Avenue by means of to be connected by concrete beams on which is to be
a tunnel. On the hillside' above Eastern Avenue to laid a floor of reinforced concrete. The tracks will be
Third Street, then to Pearl Street via Third and Mar- laid in ballast on the floor. The downward movement
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• J- " Stations
of the earth will be prevented to some extent by the ~ .
anchor action of the concrete piers. · Two platforms opposite each other, one along the

outer side .of each track, as shown in Figure 6, make
Freight and Express ..-

There will be seventeen stations located as shown on
the map. Canal station is to be made larger than the
others because it will be the terminal for baggage and
express handled by the interurban lines. Switches are
provided here to allow the interurbans to make their
return trip. .

A freight station ample to accommodate the inter-
urban freight for some years in the future is to -be
located between Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets on
Plum Street. .

Some noteworthy features of the system should, be
mentioned at this point. The track is to be laid, in
ballast in the open, except on some bridges, and the

~elevated structure. The minimum radius of curves is
1,000 feet except in the downtown section-where right
angle turns must be made due to. space limits. On
curves the outer rail is elevated for a speed of forty-five
miles per hour. Guard rails are used on curves of
radius of 12,000 feet or less. Except for short stretches -
where local conditions make it necessary, the maximum
upgrade is two per cent. One of the commendable

, . Fig~_5. View o( Old Canal . -,If' ~ 'i~
up the stations. The minimum length ~f the pfatforms
is 2-40 feet and provision has been made whereby all
platforms may at some time in the future be extended
to ,,400feet.in length. Stations are designed to accommo-
date four car trains or 1,000 people per train. The

Fig. 6

features of the system is that there are no grade platforms are level with the floor of the cars and slope
crossings with streets or railways. Automatic block away from the track in the subway and toward the
signals for running the trains on a two-minute headway track in the open. It will be noted that this is a time
guard' the system against accidents. saving kinkvfor it has been found by experiment that
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it takes a person three times as long to cover a given Construction
vertical distance as is' required to cover the same' dis- The most modern construction methods are employed
tance horizontally. Where conditions permit, the as shown in the constructionphotographs.

r--... ..

stations are lighted by sidewalk lights in the roof. The Earth is removed from cuts and subway excavations
stairways connecting the platforms with the surface are by steam shovels and isloaded on dump cars. The dirt
designed to meet the local conditions at' each station. is carried to a fill over a contractor's railroad. The
In some stations, as at Ludlow Avenue, they .are wide inside forms used in subway construction are made of
and are usedin common as an entrance and an exit. In -s- J ~,.wW4l(

others, as shown in Figure 6, there are separate stairs
(or outgoing and incoming traffic.

In order to keep the subway dry, open joint drains
are laid under the masonry invert. Where the track
is on the ground in the open, drains are laid under the
ballast. Water from these drains runs into sewers.
The piston-like action of the rapidly moving cars will

steel and are designed so that they can be pulled
through the tunnel after the concrete has set. The
concrete is distributedby means of towers and troughs.

The tracks of the terminal are to be made level with
the subway tracks and will not come to the surface.
This is' done because much space is required for. a rail-
road to come to the street level from the subway. By
this means the terminal is put in a cellar, leaving the

Fig. 8. Steel Construction Forms ~

b ffici draw air i h h h · U ·••.......Qhe su icient to raw air In t roug t e openings In t e
roof and force it through the subway.
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surface, which is the most valuable part of the property, 425 volt rotary converter panels, three d. c. 600-volt
free for other purposes. Two ramps, each sixteen feet rotary converter panels, and two d. c 600~volt feeder
wide with a three and a four per cent slope respectively, panels.
are provided for incoming vehicles. Two ramps each Appurtenances to the a. c. converter panels are high
sixteen feet wide with a three per cent slope will serve tension oil circuit breakers, starting switch, ammeters,
for outbound traffic. The roadways are to be paved power factor meter, and protective relays. The d. c.
with brick with mortar filled joints. Between the converter panels have knife switches, carbon circuit
tracks, brick with sand filled joints will be used. breakers, rheostat mountings, ammeters, and pro-

A storage yard, so necessary to any railroad, capable tective relays.
of storing 160 cars, 70 feet long, will be equipped with On the incoming side of the buses, the a. c. primary
an inspection shed, a repair shop, a paint shop, train- panels have disconnecting switches, lightning arrest- ,
men's and yardmen's lobbies, and stock and oil houses. ers, choke coils, and automatic oil switches. Auto-

Electrical Eqtriprnerrt matic oil switches and disconnecting switches will be in
· ... . circuit between the transformers and buses.

According to tentative specifications the electrical A 10 k t J! • h t ti ·11 f · h· · · w. ranSlormer In eac salon WI urnIsequipment will be as follows: The cars are to be of J! t II· hti
I . · d · h W· energy lor unne Ig mg. "I', •all-stee construction, equlppe WIt two esting- ~ .. , .

house 175-horsepower, 600-volt, field-control direct- Present S~atus r

current railway motors. Controls at each end of the Up to the present time a double-tube subway,
car will make possible the remote control of a train Figures 6 and 9, from Walnut Street to Brighton
from either end. Power will be taken in the form of Bridge is completed, with stringers in place. Open
600-volt direct current from rotary converters in the railway construction from Brighton to Mitchell Avenue
substations by an under-contact "third rail," and is finished. The section from Mitchell Avenue to
returned to the substation via the track rails. Rotary Oakley is now under construction and is about 75 per
converters will be of the commutating pole type, cent fmished. No ties or rails have been laid; nor has
750 r. p. m., multiple-pole, 25-cycle, 6-phase, 600 volts the electric system been installed as yet.
d. c., 425 volts a. c. This project is under the supervision of a staff of

Substations are spaced at approximately equal dis- engineers directed by Frank L. Raschig, whose com-
tances and are located at the passenger stations. Each bined efforts will bring about a readjustment of trans-
substation is to be equipped with three rotary convert- portation in Cincinnati. The writer wishes to thank
ers, ten oil-cooled transformers, switchboards with one these men for the courtesy shown him in permitting
incoming 6600-volt 3-phase panel, three a. c. 6600- the use of illustrations and material.

Fig. 10. Ludlow Avenue Station



THE WHY OF SOME THINGS
FROM AN ADDRESS TO THE LITHOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL FOUNDATION

Occasions SlICh as this are fitting times to get For example, how many people who own
out of our grooves and our specialized paths automobiles know the name of the man
of thought, to contemplate some of the ,whose r~searche~ a~d principles made the
greater but slower movements of our eco- gas, en~Ine possible: And yet upon Car-
nomic and social forces. For after all these not s Iittle kn~wn and wholly unheralded

.. · '.. work, a huge Industry rests. How many
pond~rous, glaCIer - h~e, .. an~ irresistible of the hundreds of thousands of people who
c~eepmgs f~rward of CIVIlIzatIOn are m~re daily use the radio can tell the name of the
significant, In the long run, than our dally mathematician whose researches led to the
output, our monthly balance sheets, or our Hertzian wavei' But without Maxwell's
yearly statements" They affect us in busi- abstract formulas there would not have
ness and out 'of business. They are forces been sold last year four hundred million
of the kind that gather slowly and imper- dollars worth of r~dio se~s" How many
ceptibly and that break suddenly. In people who read t~eIr mornmg p~pers coul1
nature they are evidenced by the unseen answer your question as to the Inventor 0

d hidd t d trai hi h movable typci' And yet everyone concedesan I en s resses an s rains w IC are th t · t.i · 11t· h · so" a no mven Ion In a nne as gIven
suddenly relea.sed m the form :>f.an earth- great an impetus to the advancement of
quake; or agam, by a slow shif'ting of the knowledge as Johann Gutenberg's.
ocean floor which changes an ocean current ".""
and thereby the climate of a host of people. Two of the~e discoveries and inventions affect
In national or international affairs they are your busmess tremendously .. For t~e work

" "' " of Carnot made the automobile possible and
apparent m the g~adually mcreasmg ten- the automobile has been the greatest in-
s~ons and compre.ssnons of crowdedpopula- fluence in the development of the billboard;
tions, of petty dIplomacy: <;tndof fo~tered while Gutenberg's stimulus on your indus-
hates, ~hIch break at a trivial t~uch ll~to a try, in the development of presses, is ob-
war which remakes maps. And m busmess vious. Certainly in Carnot's day, only the
matters they show themselves in obscure seventh son of a seventh son could have
scientific discoveries, such as the curious foretold that his cloistered researches would
chain which brought about ultimately the have added some millions of dollars to the
internal combustion engine, the use of gross business of the lithographing industry
gasoline, and finally the whole automotive in a few years, to say nothing of their other
industry" far-reaching influences.
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You will see how impossible it is to forecast
with any surety the great tides and drifts
which will affect us. The forces which
gather slowly to make them are usually too
subtle to be caught and crystallized. But
out of the welter of the world's doings, two
basic thoughts of far-reaching import seem
to be developing. I have indicated the
first of these-the significance of research.
I should like to develop the thesis further if
time permitted. I should like to show you
that our destinies-the directions of our
movements in industry, in our social devel-
opment, and consequently in our political
development-depend not upon the politi-
cian, not upon the business man, not upon
the speculative writers, but upon the
dreamers and doers in mathematics and the
sciences. For their discoveries will affect
our lives in a thousand ways.

The discovery of the X-ray was greater from
the point of view of its consequences on
human affairs, than the discovery of a gold
field. The statement, in a few obscure
lines, of a basic law of nature, which may
mean in turn a new law in chemistry or
physics, counts more to a nation than the
acquisition of foreign territory. If we spent
as much money on basic research into the
problem of synthetic rubber during the next
five years as it costs us to operate Congress
one day, we should not need to worry about
the British control of crude rubber. It is a
pathetic fact, and one which jars our faith
in human judgments of relative values, that
the great contributions to human progress
are coming, unpaid for, out of the ill-
equipped laboratories of scientists, many of

-whom are workin-g at threadbare salaries.

-put the problems and predicaments of modern
business, which is built on research, are
such that they are driving business and
mankind in' general, back to the research
workers for salvation. This is the first of
the great significant trends of an almost
imperceptible nature, which will have a
tremendous influence on our destinies; cur-
iously enough, research has made our mod-
ern civilization with its new and vexing
problems, and only research can solve the
problems.

The second significant- trend is an outgrowth
of the first. A civilization which is shot
through with science, needs an educated
mass to wield its new powers intelligently.
The more science you put into the shop, the

more intelligence you need to handle it.
The more power your science gives to your
people, the more wisdom they need in
handling it. The feudal system of Europe
is breaking up for no other reason than that
it thought of the power of science in a
feudal way. Any feudalistic system, whether
'in government or in industry, is incompat-
ible with the kind of progress which science
makes, and the stronger power is winning.
But, as I say, it requires an intelligent mass
to handle this power. And this is where
the second trend comes in, the trend of mass
education. Educational facilities and op-
portunity are synonymous, and both are
vital to the new order of things.

Fortunately for us it is one of the character-
istics of America that its social stratification
is vertical, and not horizontal. Brains are
just as likely to be born on an alley as on an
avenue-sometimes I think more likely.
Today in America the boy on the alley has
just as much real opportunity as the boy on
the avenue, and his chances of an upward
movement are probably greater by reason
of the fact that his struggle for existence is
greater; this makes for strength. The signif-
icant thing about Europe today is that it is
breaking down its horizontal stratification,
which largely required a boy to stay in the
social place in which he was born. The
European upheaval is nothing more or less
than the pushing aside of old things and old
methods to obtain the vertical stratification
of society. Feudal systems, and feudal
thought and class distinctions, cannot stand
against modern research and what that
research means in the way of books, radios,
and all sorts of inlets and outlets for the
development of human thought. If time
permitted I could show you that many of
the changes in social systems and in all of
the things that make for opportunity to the
last mite of humanity, no matter where he
may be born, have been the results of
economic progress, and that this economic
progress has been the result of research.
This great fact is being recognized more
fully today than ever before. We are be-
ginning to understand in science now why
sunlight is necessary to growth, and simi-
larly, we are beginning to understand why
research is necessary to progress.
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THE ENGINEER OF THE FUTURE
(Continued from page 21)

but who will not have the title of "Engineer." The
efficient treatment of low grade ores and the production
of aluminum from common clays will be problems con-
fronting these men.

The "Geological Engineer" will replace the industrial
geologist and the mining engineer. He will be some-
what of a composite, a chemical engineer with a good
understanding of geology and with a knowledge of the
fundamentals of the electro-mechanical branch. This
engineer will be the leader wherever resources are ob-
tained from the earth's crust.

The fifth type, the "General Engineer," will be
selected because of peculiar qualifications which enable
him to grasp and meet successfully the most compli-
cated problems and situations. He will be chosen
from among the students in the other branches of
engineering and will be given special training in the
fundamentals of all the branches, with additional
training in management, finance, and economics.

This engineer will then be specially prepared to
assume executive positions of great responsibility.
These positions will naturally be divided into two
classes, those in industry and those in the community.
Accordingly, the general engineer will be trained for one
class of position or the other, and this selection will
depend entirely upon his natural qualifications.

The destruction of the present system of protective
tariffs, with the establishment of political and economic
internationalism, will make trained executives of this
kind a necessity. Gigantic industries will develop,
owing to the fact that each locality will produce those
products for which, according to its geographic position,
it is best adapted. Each of the Industries in this stable

industrial society will be headed by a general engineer
or a staff of general engineers. . The natural separation
of the inhabited sections of the globe into areas or com-
munities of some sort will necessitate managers for
these various areas. It is for such positions that the
second class of general engineers will be trained.
Already the engineer is coming to the front in positions
of this kind, as is evidenced by the appointment of
engineers to the position of city manager in many
localities.

In short, engineers of all classes will receive a rigorous
training in the fundamental theories underlying the
branch in which they -expect to work. Little stress will
be placed upon the actual mechanics of laboratory or
design work. This type of activity will be carried on
by specially trained men. The peoples of the future
will have more time to devote to culture, and therefore
their demands upon the engineer will necessitate that
he have a broad cultural training in addition to his
technical knowledge.

The selection of individuals for the different branches
of engineering will be made by means of elaborate
psychological tests. The sciences dealing with psycho-
logical phenomena will then have advanced to such a
stage, that it will be possible to determine by means of
tests performed at certain periods during childhood and
youth the exact work or profession for which each
human being is best suited. Such a system will
eliminate all our present "misfits" and will add greatly
to general efficiency and happiness.

The final picture of the engineer, then, is one of a
man whose training and natural talents adapt him
particularly to the task of solving the complex problems
of industry and social organization. He is a man of
culture and of vision, and is regarded as a leader in
industry and in the community. This is the engineer
of the future.
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AMONG THE COLLEGES
Dean Turneaure of the College of Engineering, will be 8,500. The building will be 250 feet long and

University of Wisconsin, sent questionnaires to each 165 feet wide.
alumnus to determine his opinion of the Engineering Four full sized basketball courts will be marked off
curriculum. on the main floor, and for tournament use additional

Many interesting suggestions were received. Most room will be had on the stage. Full length balconies
of the graduate~ felt that the scope of the course had will be erected on the south, east and west. Double
not 0 been sufficiently br~ad. A longer course was doors will lead from the main entrance to the lobby.
?dvised, one that wo.uld Include purely cultural sub- The cost of the building will be $350,000.
jects as well as certain valuable commercial courses,
Accounting, and Finance for example. .

One of the alumni, a consulting engineer, outlined a Plans for a new dormitory at Rose Polytechnic
complete course, stressing the fundamental sciences have been drawn up .and accepted b~ the board of
and elementary mathematics. He stated that higher managers of the .rnstltut~. !h~ detaIl. plans are in
mathematics was not essential to the average engineer. process ,?f for~ation and indications point to a c~m-
He not only recognized, but stressed the value and pleted dorm. for. next. school year .. The materials
necessity of good, forcible English together with a and construction will be .In ha~m.ony WIth ~he architec-
knowledge of Public Speaking. The reason for the ture of the pres~nt mam building, A SIte has been
latter suggestion is quite obvious: most Engineers selected on the ridge eas~ of th.e .summer house so that
must "sell" their ideas to a firm or interested stock- th~ structure may be plainly VISIble from the National
holders. Consequently, a good speaker or writer will HIghway.
have a decided advantage.-Wisconsin Engineer. Th t hi f 0e eac mg 0 gas company operations through

the mails is the aim of a new correspondence course
The Pennsylvania Triangle does much to foster the sponsored ~y 0 Colum~ia .pniyersity !lnd the America~

cause of various organizations on the campus. Despite ~as Association which IS given this year under the
the fact that the Triangle is a monthly magazine, each direction of Professor Jerome J. Morgan of the Colum-
issue contains a comprehensive review of the activities bia faculty. . . 0 •

of all the clubs and fraternities (except social) at the The e~tabhshme~t of thIS. course IS the direct result
University of Pennsylvania. of ~he Incr~ased Interest In the' manufactured gas

Each article, headed by the name of the society, is busln~ss which h~s t~ken place during recent years
further identified by an illustration of its pin or key. f01l0WlI~gthe ~pphca~Ion of gas fuel to house heating
Here are the fraternities: Hexagon Senior Society, and to l~rge industrial heating pro~esses. 0 0 0

Alembic Society (Chemical), Gamma, of Sigma Tau, A considerable n.umber of educational !nstltutlons
Alpha Iota, of Alpha Chi Sigma, and Tau Beta Pi. have added courses In ~as technology to their curricula,

The following active clubs are much in evidence: Profess~r Morgan having conducted such a course at
Men About Towne Club, Civil Engineers Society, A. S. Columbia for the past 0 fo~r years. However, it was
M. E., Lions Engineering Society, Priestley Club, reahzed b~ ~~e gas aSSOCIatIonthat many men employed
Compass and Chain Society, and the A. I. E. E. by gas utilities who would largely bene~t from class-
---.-Pennsylvania Triangle room work were excluded by lack of time and geo-

. graphical location.

The University of Maine allows its freshmen to Th . U·· · . 0 0 •

orient themselves by requiring their presence for ~ niversity of Mln~esota claims the distinction
registration a week ahead of upperclass registration. of being the fITst. college In the Northwest to offer a
The new class is divided into sections and a leader cour~e for .electrlc me~ermen who are employed by

· d h secti The l d k public service corporations,assigne to eac section. e ea er eeps a personnel Th h d · t ti f thi t f d
card for each freshman on which he checks his im- e course a ~ regrs ra Ion 0 ir y- rve an
pression of the student's scholastic qualities. Upper- extended o",:er a period of five days.. The students
classmen are not allowed to interfere with the activities showed a WIde range of demand. Their meter experi-
and cannot enter the freshman dormitories. Lectures ence ranged from a few months to twenty-five ye.ars.
are delivered on various phases of university life, among A number of meter manufactur~rs had representatives
them taking notes and writing examinations, university present who ac.ted as la~ora!ory Instructors oand demon-
rules and customs, the use of the library and fra- ~trator~ of their respectrve I~struments which are used
ternities and societies. After this week i~ over the In testing meters.-The MInnesota Techno-Log.
freshmen go to their permanent abodes, and fraterni-
ties b~gin !ushing. This m~th~d gives the "personai . The Engineers. of Iowa State College have the right
touch which has been lacking In our colleges of late. Idea of a good fimo, -Every year they hold an Engi-

neers Campfire. A few items of interest at the last
.. .. meeting were the 1921 model Ford touring car and

The new field house being built at the University of blanket contest, fish ponds ice cream stand fortune
N ~braska will be one of the larges~ of. its kind in ~he ~ooth, banquet,. a~~ vaude~ine. The campfire owes
middle west. When used as an auditorium the seating Its success as a divisional celebration to the enthusiasm
capacity will be 11,000 people and when used for and activity of the engineering student body as a
basketball games and other indoor sports the capacity whole.-Iowa Engineer.



The University of Pennsylvania is now starting to Laboratory and the first unit to the new physics
bring to a close the great dormitory scheme, laid years building.
ago. The new wing now under construction will be The Highway Material Testing Laboratory is to be
joined to the present Cleemann House at right angles built as a unit to the experimental engineering building.
and centered on the Big Quad. It consists of one rec- A generous proportion of the floor space is to be used
tangular building divided into two houses. The two for laboratories. Half of the addition is to be used by
new houses will together accommodate 56 students and the State Highway Department for testing work. The
two proctors. All of the rooms are single with the presence of the State Highway Laboratories in combi-
exception of six suites, each consisting of a sitting nation with the student laboratories will be a big
room and two small bedrooms. Each room will be factor in making the University a headquarters for
provided with running water, plenty of electric out- experimental work for the entire state.
lets, and provision for a telephone.-The Pennsyl- The new physics building, to be started next spring,
vania Triangle. is to be in the form of a hollow square with the lecture

rooms on the inside facing the court. The building will
Iowa State University's new stadium is now in use. bring toget~er the d~partments of Physics and A~t~~n-

As part of the dedication held on October 10, the omy and WIll contain the latest laboratory facilities
pennants of the different schools in the Missouri necessB;ry f~r the study of .many of the newer develop-
Valley were raised while the band played the school ments m soience.v-e'I'he Minnesota Techno-Log.
songs. It is planned to install hand ball courts and
locker rooms under the stands within the next year or The Georgia School of Technology is planning to
twTo·

h
t di h Li it f 8 900 inaugurate a plan by which their commerce students

e new s a rum as a sea mg capaci yo,. "II bi · I · · h h I k
Th t t 1

it f St t F· ld . 14 600 b t if WI com me practica experience WIt sc 00 wor .
e 0 a capaci v 0 a e ie IS now , ,u I If satisfuctorvc wiit btl. d t 19 000 ith th f The plan, 1 satisfactory, WIll be started next July.

necessary I may e Increase ° , WI e use 0 Th d .
th d bl h B

· 1 t f e stu ents will go to school for three months .and
e woo en eac ers. y a specla arrangemen 0 · .. •it it j ihl t I th 'tion j b t work for three months. Special attention will be giveneXI s 1 IS pOSSI. e 0 c ear e new sec Ion In a ou · f ·

h If th t
· · d t t th ld 'ti to the particular phase 0 work each student IS to do.

a e nne require 0 emp yeo sec Ion. Wh thi t · t · t ti T h ill-Iowa En ineer. en. .s sys em IS pu I~ 0 o~era l.on . ec WI
g lead again In the Southern FIeld, SInce It will be the

first school in the South and the second in the country
The University of Minnesota is starting a building to have a course of this nature for the commerce

program consisting of a new Highway Material Testing students.- The Technique.

Filing and Accounting
Systems

Supplies and Equipment

548 Main Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Standard Equipment
"I don't see where we can put this lecturer for the

night."
"Don't worry, he always brings his own bunk."

No Laughing Matter
Just after the apple hit him on the head, Sir Isaac

Newton became suddenly serious. "I realize the
gravity of the situation," he said.

~
Note: The following tables were used in the above forecasting venture.

I-TEN LEADING BATTERS (par 76, bogey 81) II-POTENT ECONOMIC STATISTICS.
1. Cobb, Detroit. 396 1. Most yards gained-Grange, Illinois 3,249
2. Speaker, Cleveland 392 2. Price of spit cotton N. Y 32
3. Ruth, New york 390 3. Average humidity for previous month...... . . 046
4. Heilman, Detroit , 387 Secular trend 004. 4. Total number points scored, Western Reserve. . . . . . . . . . . . . 173 (four-year total)
5. Sisler, Michigan 384 5. Gate receipts Cleveland Ball Park.. . . . . . 4,900
6. Hans Wagner, Pittsburgh Elks. . .. ..380 Seasonal variation elim- 6. Time of Indianapolis race. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:42:60:~
7. Fewster, Cleveland 378 inated. 7. Total run by Willie Hoppe. . . . . . . . . . . . . 492
8. Johnson, Washington 360 8. Freight car loadings for the week... . . . . . . . . . . 9,460 cars
9. Jitz, White Motor 358 9. Bases on balls off Hoyt, New york.... . 48

10. Godden, Grennan's , 356 10. Number of bad checks passed (Fed. Res. System) . . . .. . 94,028

Through the courtesy of The White Book the Staff is permitted to publish the ingenious Forecasting Chart shown
above. The compiler of this remarkable graph has set out to prove that no fact can be overlooked by anyone who ventures
to prophesy the trend of business.
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Prof.-What is the next element you are going to
analyze for me?

Student-I know it, sir, it's on the tip of my tongue.
Prof.-Well don't swallow it; it's arsenic.-Legion

Weekly.

Why Not Admit It?

Teacher-Now, you must prove to me that the earth
is round.

Pupil-Why I never said that it was.-Madrid Buen
Humor.

"Those ruins are 2,000years old."
"G'wan, it's only 1926now.-Rutgers Chanticleer.

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER

Catalog and Color Specialists

KNOWLES co.
Railroad and
Commercial

Printing

804-806-808 Sycannore
Cincinnati

Canal 4478

Printers of This Magazine

Get a Shine and Fix Your Shoes at

GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR
and SHINING SHOP

w. McMillan

Say When

The big man in the audience (turning around)-
"Can't you se-eanything?"

Little man (pathetically)-"Can't see a streak of
stage."

Big man (sarcastically)-"Why, then, I'll tell you
what to do; you keep your eyes on me and laugh when
I do."-Ex.

Services Rendered

"It seemsto me you want mighty big wage for a man
who has had so little experience" said the co-ordinator
to the co-op.

"Sure," replied the prospective workingman.
"Won't it be harder for me when I don't know how?"

"How was the Barbers' Ball last night?"
"Well, I stayed until a fellow committed herpicide,

and then I decided the party was getting too dandruff."

School Supplies for Varsity and Hughes

THE VAR.HUGH
West 1485 205 W. McMillan

A POINT A MINUTE
(Continued from page 8)

standing player of the entire squad. He is leading the
scorers by a large margin, and his wonderful floor work
greatly outshines anything performed on a local floor
in the last few years. If Eth keeps up the good work
throughout the season (which we believe he will),
they'll have a hard time keeping him off an All-Ohio
Berth. Captain Klein and Barsdale have been ineligible
up to the time of writing. Both are expected to be off
their respective lists by the end of the week. Captain
Klein's return will undoubtedly cause a change in
line-up, but it is impossible to advance any dope in
regard to the effect of Barsdale's return as he is a new
man and will have to prove himself in extremely fast
company. However, the return of both of these men
will greatly strengthen an already exceptional team,
and the outlook for the season is brighter than it has
been in many a day. t

The Way It Sounded
Young Man: "Can I have this dance, madame i'"
Young Lady: "No, I am too danced out." \
Young Man (a trifle deaf): "You're not, madame,

you are just pleasingly plump."

"There's one person that agrees with me," said the
cannibal.-Goblin.

One of the Worst
"Why don't they have insane asylums in Arabia?"
"Because there are nomad people there, you sap."

-Penn. Punch Bowl.

All Set

She-Are these stockings up-to-the-minute?
Clerk-Yes, rna'am. The clocksare just right.

-Allston Recorder,
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Consider the Bearings
INDUSTRIAL products enter a world of u.seand abuse

-and upon their long-lived, dependable performance,
manufacturers are judged.
Performance-upon which repeat orders are based-is not
entrusted to "any old bearing that will fit the space," but
to one in keeping with the manufacturer's reputation.
Bearings govern so many operating factors, that their
selection is the very foundation of good machine design.
For more than 35 years, manufacturers of dependable
equipment have designed their products around Hyatt
Roller Bearings. They are built for continual hard ser-
vice-require but slight attention -and once installed,
last a lifetime.
Later on, when you are called upon to consider the bear-
ings for new or existing equipment, remember that Hyatt
Roller Bearings will solve problems for you as they have
for many other engineers.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.

HYATT
ROLLER BEARINGS

'Even now, feel free to call upon us-':
for information, if you are consider ..
ing the bearings in connection with
_your machine design studies. ,
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<Bell and Spigot Joint

THE Bell and Spigot Joint
for Cast Iron Pipe, adopted

over one hundred years ago, is
the preferred joint today.

It is tight, flexible, easily made
and non-corrodible. There are
no bolts to rust out. It makes
changes of alignment or inser-
tion of special fittings a simple
matter, It can be taken apart
and the pipe used over again,
without any injury. It is not
subject to damage in transit.
In-fact, it embodies practically
all of the desirable qualities in
an underground joint.

The use of this type of joint,
together with the long life of
Cast Iron Pipe, makes "forex-
tremely low maintenance costs.

THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

Our new booklet, "Plan-
ning a Waterworks
System," which covers
the problem of water for
the small town, will be

unt on request

Send for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Service," showing in-
teresting installations to

meet special problems

As Yet
OldProfessor: "Ah, good-morningmadam. Soglad

to see you. And how's your husband?"
Lady: "But I'm not married, Professor."
Old Professor: "Ah, so your husband is a bachelor."

None Available
Employer: "Have you no excuse to offer for such

laziness?',
Hired man: "None that will work."

Punctuate This Sentence
Although Archy Bugloe's head is a foot long he

doesn't use it as a rule.

"When I left collegeI didn't owe anyone a cent."
"What an awful time to leave."

Rolling bones gather much loss.

Norntan R. Baker We Build Fay A. Norton

Distinctive Homes
Moderately Priced

To your order-For the market

BAKER AND NORTON
410 Traction Building Main 6683

No Chance
"The great trouble with the American people is

that they eat too much," said the doctor.
"Nonsense!" retorted the statistical person. "I can

easily produce figures to show that one-third of the
American people live in boarding-houses."

One on Casey
Clancy was chuckling.
"What's the joke?" asked Mooney.
"Why, Casey just bet me ten dollars that he could

shoot a peanut off my head with a shotgun."
"What's funny about that?"
"I took him up because I know he'll miss it."

Have Your Lunch With Us

University Lunch Room
EUGENE SCHMID, Proprietor

243 West McMillan

Not Guilty
Little Johnny was doing sentinel duty, with his new

air rifle slung across his shoulder, when the irate lady
next door bore down on him.

"Did you break my window?" she demanded
wrathfully, pointing to the damaged property.

"Did you see me?"
"No. But"-
"Then I didn't do it!" And turning, he marched

away.
Literally

Drowning Man: "Ub-blub-elp-Iub-ublugs."
Drowsy Bystander: "You said a mouthful, brother."

"That's the bunk," shrieked the chambermaid as
the folding cot fell on her frame.



Re..making
the World

with
Precision Tools

ITis difficult to comprehend the tre-
mendous changes made possible in

the world by the introduction of practical
precision tools. The astounding me'
chanical progress of the past 50 years,
which has completely changed man's
environment, would have been impos-
sible without them. They place within
reach of all the standards without
which working methods in the metal
trades would be primitive.

The vernier as a mechanical principle
of indicating very small dimensions was
invented by Pierre Vernier in 1631.
The first practical application of the
principle to a measuring tool for metal ...
workers was not made, however, until
1851, when Ios. R. Brown invented the
Vernier Caliper.

The manufacture of this highly use-
ful tool by the Brown & Sharpe Mfg.
Co., dated from that year. Today, hun .
dreds of styles and sizes of tools embody .
ing the vernier, and measuring to one
thousandth of an
inch, are made by
this company and"
distributed all
over the world.

The first and original Vernier Cali .•
per, so far as is known, invented in
z851 by los. R. Brown, the founder
of the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

R.J.Stier's Drug Store
On the way to and from Stadium
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In former limes a man who
missed a stage coach was willing
to wait two or three days for the
next one.

Now he lets out a yell if he
misses one section of a revolving
door.

Simple Enough
Learned Professor-HI cannot understand how people

forget children's ages-I have no trouble. For instance,
I was born 2,320 yrs. after Socrates; my wife 1,900 yrs.
after the death of the great Caesar; my son 1,500 yrs.
after the beginning of the Folk Wandering-quite
simple you see."

Looked Im.portant
Short-sighted Lady (in grocery): "Is that the head-

cheese over there?"
Salesman: "No ma'am; that's one of his assistants."

Too Much Safety
Albert-"Ma, kin I go out in the street? Pa says

there is going to be an eclipse of the sun."
Ma-"Yes, but don't get too close."

Snap
Our idea of a hard job would be to sell buggy whips

in Detroit.

Clifton Heights Shoe Repair Shop
immediate service

W. 6490 L 167 W. McMillan

Indefinite
"I was out last night."
"What am I supposed to say-where or how much?"

Old, But Still Fitting
Doctor (examining life insurance prospect)-Do you

talk in your sleep?
Prospect-No, I talk in other people's sleep.
Doctor-How come?
Prospect-Oh, I'm a college professor.-Washington

Columns.
The Reason

Bilt: "What's the reason that young man stays so
late when he calls?"

Miss Bilt: "I am, papa."
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Lab
Lightning

SOME of the men
at Clark Univer-

sity mentioned it first.
"Doug surely lives in
the Lab," they re-
marked. Later, too,
at Worcester Poly-
technic Institute, in-
structors made the

same comment. And Douglas F. Miner,
himself, agrees that he did-and does.
That makes it unanimous.

"Big league lab work" was his aim as
he turned to Westinghouse afi:er graduation
in 1917. But not until his return from
overseas service two years later could he
settle down to the lab. Now-at thirty-
three - he's in charge of experiments at
our Engineering, High Power, and High
Voltage Laboratories, with a staff oftwenty-
five to direct.

He can unleash artificial lightning of
5,000,000 horsepower in 5/1000 of a

second. At
his bidding the
world's largest
single-unit trans-
former will step
current up to a
million and a
quarter volts.

He has dem-
onstrated the greatest artificial arc on record use then? And how many volts will these
-fifty-five feet in length. To further his arresters bear?"
experiments a single generating plant, They come to Miner for the answer.
capable of producing on short circuit a He gets it from the laboratories. He pro-
million horsepower, has been erected. duces under a roof the same' conditions

There is a practical reason for these which nature, or time, may be holding in
super-tests-for this equipment in advance store for Westinghouse equipment.
of what the world uses now in its daily Such is the pioneering of Westinghouse
work. This, for instance, is frequently Laboratory Engineers. They are ccexperi-
the attitude of a Central Station customer: menting in the tomorrow" - the step be-
"Of course your apparatus meets our tween research and application. They
needs today-takes every test to which are finding growth, reward, congenial
we can put it now. But what of 1950? work, while following a bent for trying
Will this insulation stand the load we will things out.

The question is sometimes asked: Where do young men get
when they enter a large industrial orga1JizationP Have they

opportunity to exercise creative talents, or are they forced into narrow
grooves?

This series of advertisements throws light on these questions. Eacl:
advertisement takes up the record of a college man who came with the
Westinghouse Company, within the past ten years, after graduation.

Westinghonse



Why do all successful men
carry large policies of

Life Insurance?
They realize that Life Insurance-

(1) Capitalizes Present and Future Earnings.

(2) Creates an immediate Cash Estate.

(3) Makes possible a stabilizing fund to pro-
tect the Business.

(4) Provides a Guaranteed Monthly Income
for wife or dependents.

(5) Enables the insured to Guarantee himself
a Monthly Income at age 60-65.

RALPH HOLTERHOFF
ASSOCIATES

Walter R. Hyman M. A. Boyle
Herbert G. Gere Griffith L. Resor

Louis E. Kuhler

GENERAL AGENT
State Mutual Life Assurance Company

of Massachusetts
816-17-18 SCHMIDT BUILDING
S. W. Cor. Fifth and Main Streets

Main 2947

- -~ ......• - -

Steel Sheets that Resist Rust!
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust.
It is successfully combated by the use of pro-
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re-
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with
Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon

KEYSTO_NE
Rust-Resisting

Copper Steel

ee S
Black and Galvanized

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof-
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted-e-above or below
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu-
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth,
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates.

Black Sheets for all purposes
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock
Corrugated Sheets
Formed Roofing and Siding Products
Automobile Sheets-all grades
Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc.

Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office.

American Sheet and Tin Plate Compa!!}'
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.~ ~ -===========1..JI::SIKIl;r';:)AL~~ Vl'l'lL~"--==-========

Chicago Cincinnati Denver Detroit New Orleans New York
Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis

Pacific Coast Representatives: UNITED STATESSTEELPRODUCTSCO., San Francisco
Los Angeles Portland Seattle

Export Representatlvcs r UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTSCo., New York City

Why Not a Telephone Booth?
"I tell you that I won't have this room," protested

the old lady to the bell boy who was conducting her.
"I ain't gain' to pay my good money for a pig-sty with
a measly little foldin' bed in it. If you think that jest
because I'm from the country-"

Profoundly disgusted, the boy cut her short. "Get
in, mum, Get in. This, ain't your room. This is the
elevator."

C'est Vrai
"You're one in a thousand," she whispered low,
As our hearts throbbed together in rythmic rhyme,
And I dreamed of her love and a bungalow,
In a land of perpetual summer time.

N ext evening I saw, as I passed her door,
Two forms merged close in the fading light,
While the same sweet words of the night before
Came forth-and I knew she had told me right.

Nothing to Worry About
Frightened Passenger: "Hey, stop! An old fellow

has fallen off the bus!"
Conductor: '''SaIl right, sonny. He's paid his fare."

Greetings, CO-OpS!
We are always glad to submit designs for

Fra ternity Badges and Society Keys
Designers and Ma1?ers

TH.E MI~~ER JEWELRY CO.
Greenwood Bldg. Sixth and Vine
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PAY US A VISIT
To those of you who are intending to
take up places of responsibility in manu-
facturing plants using machine tools we
extend a cordial invitation to visit our
plant at Oakley. You will find the latest
design Milling Machines and Grinders.
We know it will pay you to become
thoroughly familiar with our products
and our manufacturing methods.

The Cincinnati Milling -Machine Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

This Pyramid Column Cincinnati Miller has
the motor enclosed in the column. I t is the
latest design single pulley machine of its
size and type, and typifies the progressive-
ness of our design and products.

True to His Profession
Physician: "I'm sorry, sir, but we can't quite be

sure as to what is wrong with your arterial system
unless we put you under the X-ray machine."

Publisher: "That's all right, I never make a secret
of my circulation."

The Evidence
"Do you feel certain the defendant was intoxicated?"
"Well, I'll tell you. He carried home one of those

sidewalk coal-hole tops with circular corrugations and
tried to play it on his phonograph."

Calling His Bluff
Sick at heart: "I vowed I'd go anywhere for her."
Sympathizer : "Well?"
Sick at Heart: "And then she sent me on my way."

514Vine St.
Cincinnati, O.

Fairview Dry Cle an er s
"THE BEST YET"

We call and deliver
West 6965 213-215W. McMillan

'Tis a Cruel World
Irate Motorist (to prostrate pedestrian): "Why don't

you watch where you're going? How do you expect
me to use that radiator after you've poked your head
thru it~"

Taking His Measure
A bright little newsie entered a business office,and

approaching a glum-looking man at one of the desks,
began with an ingratiating smile.

"I'm selling thimbles to raise enough money to"-
"Out with you," interrupted the man.
"Wouldn't you like to look at some nice thimbles?"
"I should say not!"

"They're fine, and I'd like to make a sale," he
continued.

Turning in his chair to fully face the lad, the grouch
caustically inquired:

"What in seven kinds of blue blazes do you think I
want with a thimble?"

Edging toward the door to make a safe getaway, the
boy answered:

"Use it for a hat."



CR·AN E
.Address all inquiries to Crane Co., Chicago

GENERALOFFICES :CRANE BUILDING. 836 S.MICHIGAN AVE •• CHICAGO
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Fifty-five Cit;1I

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New ror;, Atlantic Cit},
San Francisco and Montreal

""oris: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, 'Trenton,
Montreal and St. Johns, ~e.

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, SHANGHAI
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONT:REAL

CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON
C!! CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS

CRANE VALVES
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Service, a laCarte
~ CA~~;~~!~._~~!~~~!

We
Serve
a Variety of
Tasty, "Homey"
Pure Foods.

We Cater to Ladies
and Gentlemen

and Strive to
Please the

Palate

Why we advertise to you
To you technical studen ts,
the future "greats" of the
engineering world, Crane
Co. in this and succeeding
advertisements, in a manner
of speaking, presents its card.
Realizing that the friend.
ships formed at school are
important and lasting, Crane
is glad of the opportunity
to bring before the men who
will soon be engineers, the
name that has guided pre-
vious graduates in their
choice of dependable and
durable fixtures, -valves, fit-
tings, and pi ping.
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YOU'LL LIKE 'EM

211 W. McMillan St.

Modern Youth-"Pa, what's a horse?"

Everybody Puzzled
Child (innocently)-Muther, how did dad bekum a

professor at the university?
Mother-So you've begun to wonder, too; have you?

-Penn. Punch Bowl.

Ch. E.'s Attention
Problem: The cold weather we have had lately is

caused by sunspots. One has an area of 28,400,000
sq. m. Calculate how many liters of benzine would be
required to remove it.

Complirnerrt
Miss Doe-(anxious to put him at his ease)-What

an enjoyable dance! Your step exactly suits mine.
Mr. Nutt-I'm so glad; I know I'm a wretched

dancer.-Monday Morning Posium.

West 2431

The STUDENT CONFECTIONERY
CANDY-CIGARS-STATIONERY

Hughes' Corner, at the End of Clifton Avenue
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Good Automobiles Are
Known. by Their

Bushings·
~HE motor car is a conspicuous ex"
U ample of how a small and inex..

pensive part can vitally affect a costly
and complicated mechanism. It is not
economy to bush a car with inferior
bronze alloys, brass tubing, iron or steel
bushings just- because it can be done
for a few cents less per car.

Wabbly, difficult steer--
ing and uncertain control
of the vehicle is the price
paid by the motorist for
poor quality bushings
put into steering knuckle
and tie rod by the man'
ufacturer.

The spring eye and
shackle bolt bushings are
subjected to the most
gruelling punishment.
Anything less than a
fine phosphor bronze
bushing of sufficient size
soon wears out.

The piston pin bushings
must withstand inces ..
sant and terrific shocks
in the hottest part of the
engine-no place fortak ..
ing chances on quality,

THE BUNTING BRASS &' BRONZE
COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO

Branches and Warehouses at

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
CLEVELAND SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO BOSTON

P~ONE
MAIN
7046

128 Ope ra Place
CINCINNATI

DESIGNING
R~TOUCHING
Pl-IOTOGRAPl-lING
HAL~-TON ~S
ZINC ~TCHING
PROC~SS PlAT~S

Story of a Wicked City's Life
A man stops on Broadway and looks puzzled.
Two boys stop.
Three women and a child stop.
Several men stop.
A taxi stops.
More men stop.
A car stops.
Two policemen arrive.
Three taxis stop.
A fight starts.
The patrol is called.
It knocks down a boy.
A woman faints.
The ambulance is called.
The reserves are called.
The fire alarm is rung.
The engines come.
Broadway is closed to traffic.
The man remembers the address and continues his

walk up Broadway.-Ex.

A Precedent
The attendant had been showing a lady visitor about

the museum. In thanking him she said:
"I see by the rules of the museum tips are forbidden?"
"Lord bless your heart, madam," replied the attend-

ant, "so were the apples in the Garden of Eden."

Just That
Johnny: "What's an expert, pa?"
Pa: "A fellow who tells others how to do the things

he can't do himself."

-

BUNTING
P:HOSPHOA :SRO~ZB

BUSHING BEARINGS
PATeNTE 0



x. Brown-Engineer
Ina recent issue of The Pennsylvania Triangle appears an

entertaining article by P. K. Welch, E.E. '26, on capitalizing engineer-
ing versatility and specialization. The following extract indicates
the author's ingenious plan:-

I had myself incorporated as the five Brown Brothers,
consulting engineers, specialists, respectively, in car-
pentering, masonry, plumbing, painting, and electrical
work. I took offices for us in the Woolworth Building,
that famous building where the wool they pull over
your eyes is "wuth" your fortune. We, or rather, I
occupied offices, consisting of five consecutive suites
with adjoining doors in the rear portions. I then
engaged for us five stenographers, and had the gilded
legends placed on the doors: A. Brown, consulting
carpenter; B. Brown, consulting mason; C. Brown,
consulting plumber; etc. The swindle worked great,
smoother than that of the Doctor Professionals Piracy.
The girl leads the victim in with a curt "Mr. Smith
wants to build a bungalow," and I do the rest. As
A. Brown, consulting carpenter, I get the first crack
at him-then donning false whiskers, another coat, and
dodging through into the office of B. Brown, consulting
mason, I add some more to the Brown Brother's Bank
Book. The roll is further inflated in the office of C.
Brown, consulting plumber, me again, in glasses and a
wig perhaps. So it goes-why if I had the space and
enough disguises, I could work the whole life game,
from A. Brown, baby specialist, to Z. Brown, con-
R1l1t.in.Q' l1n(J~rtf) ker.

Mat hernat.ical Instrull'lents - Drawing Materials

Special Prices to u. C. Students

The FERD WAGNER COMPANY
113 E. FIFTH STREET Opposite Post Office
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On your deposits.
makes a savings
account a profit-
able, growing in-
vestmen t. We
will gladly serve
you at our

UNITY
North Cinti. Branch

Vine & Calhoun
The

PROVIDENT
Savings Bank & T rust Co.

Seventh and Vine

w. 1774X Open daily until 9:30 P.M.
• Sundays 8 to 12 and 4 to 6:30

CLIFTON DELICATESSEN
(J. R. WOODLEY, Proprietor)

Imported and Domestic Delicacies
Fresh Bakery Goods Received Daily

We make sandwiches 230 W. McMillan

Speaking of Punk Puns
"Why don't you play your banjo or mandolin?"
"There is no choice."
"What do you mean, there is no choice?"
"I have no pick."

As Other People See You
"Look mama, the circus has come to town. There's

one of the clowns."
"Hush, dear, that's not a clown, that's just a college

"man.

The Titnid Soul
Master of the house: "I understand, Jane, that

your mistress and the young ladies are going to Cali-
fornia for a few weeks. Do you-er-happen to know
whether they are planning to take mewith 'em?"

Round and Round
"They think I'm drunk," hiccoughed the movie

photographer as he reeled away.

Naturally
Ancient Mariner:. "Once I was shipwrecked on an

island where there were only mad women- with no
tongues." ._
. Listener: "Wonderful, and couldn't they talk."

Ancient Mariner: "No, that's what made them
mad."

"Mrs; Clancy, yer child is badly spoiled."
"Gwan wid yez I"
"Well, if ye don't believe me, come and see what the

steam roller just did to it."-Peabody Star.

Strict Orders
"You blockhead I" exclaimed the superintendent,

"You got us into a damage suit. I told you to fire
that man, not to hit him with an ax."

"Veil, boss," replied the Swedish foreman, "Dose as
she have sign what say, 'Use in Case of Fire,' so I used
her."

Panacea
"I have kleptomania."
"What are you taking for- it?"
"Everything I can lay my hands on."
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More than an
'Anti-Friction" Bearing
Bearing applications considered closed to all
types of anti-friction bearings, for practical
reasons, have yielded to the superior charac-
teristics of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings.
Bearing applications traditionally confined to
other anti-friction bearings have been so
greatly improved by the adoption of Timkens,
that Timken dominance has been established
in the face of prejudice.
Timken Bearings introduce properties of their
own which often outweigh even the elimina-
tion of excess friction. For Timkens combine

thrust, .shock and radial capacity. Timkens
simplify design. Timkens reduce weight. And
Timkens have the supreme endurance of
Timken-made electric steel.

There are sound economic reasons for the in-
tense professional interest in Timken Bearings
in every engineering field today. The engineer
of tomorrow will surely work even more largely
with Timken Tapered Roller Bearings, It is
worthwhile knowing the Timken story. A
request brings an informative booklet.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING co., CANTON, OHIO

TIIlKEN:~;;:~.BE_... .·NGS



Phone, Avon 3116

The J.H. Fielman Dairy Co.
Pasteurized Milk

and Cream
And Other Dairy Products

2519 VINE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

Know This Place?
"Hey, waiter, bring me a spoon for my coffee."
"Sorry sir, we don't serve them, the music is so

stirring.' ,
--------

It was holiday season at Varsity. Several students
were at a r. r. station starting homeward for the
Christmas vacation. Among these were several girls
kissing each other good-bye. Some young men stood
near-by looking wishfully on. "I'll be darned," said
one to the others, "if it isn't awful to see a woman
doing a man's work!"

I YOUR BARBER I
CHRIS BALLAUER

228 West McMillan Street

Remington Portable
Electrical Engineering and other Keyboards

Weighs 14 lbs.
STANDARD 4-ROW
Keyboard
COMPACT, easy running
Has 2-color ribbon, back-
spacer, automatic ribbon
reverse

Sold on

$5
Monthly
Payments

WE SELL ALL MAKES

"AWMCQ" REBUILT TYPEWRITERS
$25 and up

TupeunitereRented at Special Rates to Students
Phone Main 2573

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO., Inc.
148 East 4th se., Near Main

Est. over 45 years-23 Branch Stores

Univer.sityRepresentative M. GORAB-Engineering Mail Box
Tel. Avon 9221

BETTER LIGHTING NEEDED IN INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS.

In a paper read before the Illuminating Engineering
Society, February, 1920, entitled, "A Survey of Industrial
Lighting in Fifteen States," R. O. Eastman submitted
some very interesting data regarding the lighting condi-
tions in industrial institutions. The survey comprises some
446 institutions, in which lighting was considered by 55.4%
as being vitally important, and by 31.6% as being mod-
erately important, and by 13% as being of little im-
portance. PracticaIIy 58% considered that lighting was
as important as power in the operation of the plant, and
a small proportion would give more attention to lighting
than to anything else.

In considering the present condition of lighting as
found in the various plants, only 9% ranked as excellent,
about % ranked as good, 29% fair, 18.8% poor, 3.5% very
poor, and 7.8% partly good and partly poor. It was found
that the lighting in the offices was far superior to that in
the shops; 19% being excellent, 36% good, 31% fair, and
only 13% poor and none very poor.

On consulting the executives regarding what factors
were most important in considering lighting, the following
facts were revealed: Increase of production 79.4%, de-
crease of spoilage 71.1 %, prevention of accidents 59.5%,
improvement of good discipline 51.2%, and improvement of
hygienic conditions 41.4%. Manufacturers who have good
lighting appreciated its value largely from the standpoint
of its stimulating effect upon output.

There is no question that any intelligent man who
carefuIIy considers the necessity for good lighting in an
industrial plant, will agree that it is impossible for a per-
son to do as good work, either in quality or quantity, in
poor light as in good light, but yet the result of a careful
analysis' 'discloses the fact that only about 40% of indus-
trial plants are furnishing good light to their workers and
60% are operating under poor lighting. It is hard to
understand why such a proportion of concerns can be satis-
fied with a condition which is universally admitted to be a
curtailer of efficiency and a prolific causer of accidents.
The principal cause of this condition is that those in charge
of such establishments have not given the attention to
lighting that it demands. They do not know what consti ...
tutes good lighting, and in their absorbing interest of
other factors of production have overlooked a vital one"

Every safety official should deeply interest himself ill
the lighting of his plant and insist upon good lighting as
much as good goggles, good guards and other necessary
accident prevention equipment. Every production manager
should insist upon good lighting because the efficiency of
the working force is increased by the condition of the light-
ing furnished. The plant physician should examine the
lighting, for eye strain and eye fatigue are directly affected
by poor lighting, as is the hygienic condition. Well lighted
plants are invariably cleaner than poor lighted places.
Plants equipped with Factrolite Glass in all windows are
well lighted.

If you are interested in the distribution of light.
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory
Report-"Factrolited."

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.,
220 Fifth Avenue,

St. Louis. New York. Chicago.
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Central' Station
Service

XIDE from standing ready with a Central Station that is the last letter in
engineering development - with a distribution system that is beyond
reproach-with trained men at their post in order to give satisfactory serv-
ice to our customers twenty-four hours a day, 365 days in every year-the

Union Gas and Electric Company reinforces this service by another intangible yet
very real aid rendered by the Industrial Sales Department.

We believe that our customers using our Central Station Service know that we
are more concerned with how much bigger results in production they can derive
from our Electric Service, than how much more energy they can consume.

The staff of the Industrial Sales Department is made up of Engineers who
stand ready at all times to give our customers, our prospective customers, or in
fact, anyone in our territory, their aid and advice in solving problems that may he
called personal to each manufacturing plant.

In order to recommend a more feasible and economical operating cost schedule,
th se Engineers will spend all the time that is necessary in your plant making a
complete survey, establishing costs for power and suggesting a better and more
economical use of the energy that you are now buying.

We feel it our duty to offer to the community in which we operate, this service.
I t is given freely. There is no obligation carried with it, and we believe in it as the
medium through which we can establish the confidence that we want our customers
to have in their Central Station Service.

A call to our Industrial Sales Department will bring to your plant the service
of an Engineer, whose duty it is to see that your problems are solved, and who shall
not leave you until you are satisfied.

Industrial Sales Department. Telephone Main 2000.

The Union Gas & Electric Company
Our Industrial Engineers join hands with the Engineering Profession of

Cincinnati in contributing to the welfare of this great Industrial Community.
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